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the road of life

[OVO taping

of

Extraordinary]
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opeVliVlg

»Unpacked.

Validated. Enrolled. From first-time freshmen to fourth-

year seniors, students

were

ready to enjoy the

many facets of the

college

experience.
"I look forward to

buckle up

coming back

friends I have here," senior Jason
like

preparingforthetrip

nothing ended.

We

a(lJJst pick

each semester, with the

Mittnight said.

"It seems

it back up wnel'ie

left

we

off."

President IftQberts declared the year

(together everyone accomplishes more)

as a

event

T.E.A.M.

dl:.Jriflg

the

University Address.
"I have

in

seen

how

important

it is to work

together

and be

a

team

player

life," freshman Jerrica Jones said.
With the road stretched ahead and the horizon in the distance, students

were

buckled up for the road of life.

STORY/JP JONES

[ B.J. Blocker, senior]

biker

boys

Carefully stacking them
selves on a single bicycle,
several students jump at
the chance to assist Mrs.

Lindsay Roberts with an il
lustration during a special
chapel service.
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»The

Someone knocked

on screen.

campus.
and

The computer

phone rang.

life

Campus

was

on

beeped. "You've got

the door. It

was an

filled with friends,

mail"

average

Facebook website has really brought

outings

together," junior Stephanie
how much

profiles

we

and

have learned about each other

looking

at

sion at the end of the
The Internet

Mendez said. "It is

was

pictures.

full speed
ahead

growing
The

up

days

speed

"Being
a new

wing

amazing

by reading

consuming everyone's

time.

in time with friends between classes and

study time.

place great," senior David Shaugh

able to interact with students from all

over

this world

gives

dynamic."

moved fast, but students moved faster

ahead.

racingourengines

provides great discus

"The social life at ORU is what makes this
nessy said.

on

night."

far from

Students squeezed

It

our

displayed

evening spent

relationship-building technology.

"The

was

as

they continued

at

full

STORY/JP JONES

slurpee fun
Enjoying fountain drinks

at

fair, seniors Talon
Boyes,
sophomore Ryan Lampe
and junior Nicole Pruet relish
an evening off campus.

the state

Zimmerman and Jen

© Oral Roberts University

CC!VV1PlAS life

\\tourist attractions
•

r

them

I

in your face

\\From

hot air balloon ride at the Welcome Back Picnic to

a

at Christmas time, many new events were offered.

took students to

(SA)

Senior vice
She

a

higher

a

Magical

Ball

Student Association

make

a

change.

community.

One example was the Welcome Back Picnic. The
was

in

with

conjunction

a

concert in Howard

picnic

Auditorium,

games and the "Hear No Evil" music festival.
"It

was a

way to start off the

good

Rudy Leonguerrero
students. It's

returning

a

good

students

year," sophomore

said. "SA activities

so

way to
the

bring together

new

'This year

was

was a

impressed by SA's

stepping

the

stone for

new

Activities
activities.

SA," Moreno said.

"For the first time in many years the students felt that
were

actively being

brought

\

they

involved with the school to

accomplish something bigger
SA

and

new

students feel at home."

Senior and former SA Vice President of
Isaiah Moreno

connect the

help

in the world."

in national bands at the

Java

Huts, which was a daring step. They also had
Festival of Nations week, Fall Festival and Disc

Jockey competitions. By providing
exciting

activities that

of their academic

brought the

so

Rainwater and

SA

Heather

a

pie in the face during

Club Rush.

PHOTO/

KRISTIN THREADGILL

started, but she teamed up with different

and involved the

participa

tion, seniors Seth

Thomas willingly take

began by not only having every activity planned before

departments

students

president

level of excellence.

president of activities Trinnin Olsen wanted to

the school year

Delighting
with their

many

students out

routine, SA encouraged the

campus to become a community. STORY/ALYSSA
SHULL

food chain

Chowing down at the SA-hosted
Welcome Back Picnic, students
enjoy reuniting after a long summer
break. PHOTO/DANIEL FOLKERS

© Oral Roberts University

SA

gives us opportunities to get involved in
the school, bring in relationships and meet new people
on campus. The big part of SA is developing your
leadership skills with qualities that you have."
"Having

Andrew

VanGundy, sophomore

PHOTO/ANNA ANTHONY
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caVVlplAS life

"I believe ORU has the power to inspire
my deepest passions for music, for

people and for Jesus. I believe those
passions can emanate to change the
world."
Nate Hunt,

junior

© Oral Roberts University

connection

tight

Singing "We Are Family"to the audience at March
to

Madness, the men's and women's basketball

teams

the crowd to

persuade

\\finding

a

join

them.

way

avoidingroadblocks
\\Voices rang
words and

peoples'

giving

lives.

students that
For five

out in

chapel proclaiming, "I believe!" They believed

of themselves could make

Standing together

were

days,

affected

students

by

as a

the

a

difference in

one

prayers,

person's

life

encouraging

or a

thousand

unified team, Student Association raised money for

devastating

hurricanes in the southeast states.
which allowed relaxed dress

bought designated paper wristbands,
code and
It

was

helped fund the Hurricane Relief scholarships.

not

just the students who desired to wear jeans;

many staff members could be found
"It

was

really

neat to

up to support and

Hampson

were

lieve Week and

faculty

and staff line

buy wristbands," junior Christina

impressed

with the

concept of I Be

willingly participated.

really thought

student

the

denim.

said.

Students

"I

see

sporting

it

was an

body involved

innovative way to get the

and make them aware of the

effort," freshman Heather Koger said.

Throughout

the week, students

shells and showed their

pride.
unusual

loving

STORY/ANNA ANTHONY

sight

campus, but sopho
Sebastian Freidzon is

enon on

more

than

change

to

willing to make the
© Oral
Roberts University
others.
help

out of their

hearts and their school

Denim-clad legs are a phenom
more

came

complAS life

"I will

always have sweet memories from our wing ban
quets: having fun, picking out dresses, funny awards
and good laughs while reminiscing the year."
Rebekah

Abreu, junior

PHOTO/JP JONES

© Oral Roberts University

out of character

only masking their age but also their

Not

gender, freshman Debbie Hrubik and se
nior Crystal Dyer aid their wing, Virtue, in
a costume competition for the Claudius
Roberts Hall all-dorm hall meeting. PHOTO
COURTESY/AMY ANDERSON

\\A long-practiced tradition, wing
about

were

some

an

having

element of

important

friendship.

balanced academic and

from

everyday

their

wing.

stress

and

Meeting

While

spiritual
time off

by spending

time with

connecting

with

events sometimes determined how the rest of the year

wing

and

enjoyed

students

responsibilities,

the

Through planned

unplanned activities, wings sustained

maintaining

at the cafeteria table and the first few

fun.

events

wing mates

progressed

for

brother/sister wings.

\\backseat driver
thei

n

'The first weekend of the year is critical in any brother/sister

"This weekend is used to break in the

Sophomore Samantha

new

people

Davis realized how

from the floors and get to know

a

part of

Davis said. "There's
to make

get

but don't feel like
a

movie

or

They

throughout

a

wingmates

wing gives you

usually

plans

with

for

going out,

an

can

If I

ever

go knock

on

hang

Brigade

friends,"
case

you

out with someone

someone's door, and

brother and sister
were

friends that

wings

one

could

the year. STORY/ELIZABETH

was

like

always

having

PORTER

small

and Lamda Phi

scav

enger hunt at Wal-Mart. PHOTO
COURTESY/MANDY HOLT

© Oral Roberts University

a

turn to for

game
toy dog hostage,
freshmen Kara Fredenburg, Col
leen McMahon and junior Nathan Mangsen race through the
a

to make

the weekends in

shooting
Holding

said.

were.

want to

on

Mittnight

another off the bat."

opportunities

more

activity planned

yourself.
I

one

Jessica

we

watch

readymade

social

chat."

Having
circle.

wing relationship," junior

significant friendships

"Being

don't

a

CaVVlplAS life

support and fun

fair

playing
Riding

in circles

the ferris wheel, se
Boyes and junior Nicole

nior Jennifer
Pruet try

a

on

different kind of entertainment

by making

a

trip

to the Tulsa State Fair.

PHOTO/DANIEL FOLKERS

\\It was Friday. The last class of the day had ended and the weekend
had started. The
of what to do
When

of that

surged through the
about

thinking

fun had to end with

but

day was finally over,

questions

students' minds.

college nightlife,

prevalent. Opposed

were

lege

anticipation

to many

many ill-conceived notions

common

assumptions,

not all col

court date.

a

\\bright headlights
shininginthedarkness
"At first I thoughtthatthere were going to be parties galore," sophomore
Michael Romero said. "But when I
wasn't the

same as

still have

good

a

Looking

time the 'Christian

to have a

good

on a roommate

going

develop rapport

"Participating

friends,

banquets, going
date.

that

people

can

Nightlife

students hosted

to the

was one

wing

movies, eating

out

way to enhance and

with fellow students.

in social events with other

...

students

provides

the

to be

formed," sophomore Gale McCom-

not limited to

off-campus activities. Sometimes

said.

Nightlife

was

Student Association hosted Java Huts, which
in that bands

along.

see

atmosphere

way.'"

time with

opportunity for relationships
mons

that the

saw

the other school I went to. I

events such as retreats,
or

got here, I

If

no

Wal-Mart

was

like

a

mini concert

played and people sang

activities could be

was

just

across

found,

the street.

STORY/JAMEL EDMUND

visiting
Silly,

around

scribbled notes and small talk

with friends

are

both

part of the

open house fun in Gabrielle Salem
Hall. PHOTO/KAlLA HARRIS

© Oral Roberts University

"I went to

work, then to City Worship; I caught

up with my brotherlsisterwing at Wendy's, took
a pit stop at Quik Trip, swung by Nordaggio's,
threw around

a

and socialized

Frisbee, went backto campus
a

bit all before curfew.

Jenna Miller, freshman
PHOTO/ANNA ANTHONY

© Oral Roberts University

COVV1PlAS Life

"

"I

already

have

a

foundation from

back home, but being at ORU
part of my building process."
Estina Francis,

IS a

junior

PHOTO/ANNA ANTHONY

© Oral Roberts University

moving beyond
Helping undergraduate

stu

dents understand the Old
Testament is

.»

part of gradu

ate student and teacher's

assistant Mike
education.

Singleton's

PHOTO/KRISTIN

THREADGILL

\\making stops
getti ngtoknow
thelocals
\\Although not always true, many misinformed students thought com
muters only drove to school, attended class and drove back home.
"I

basically live

said. "I

can

stay

in the alcove of Susie

on

campus until curfew, and I

Other non-traditional students
students.

Foreign

cause

were

enjoy

that."

international and graduate

students felt blessed and remembered not to take their

American education for

"Every

7," sophomore Michelle Simmons

granted.

little decision you make about

you have less of

a

is

studying

chance to be here than

an

more

important

American kid,"

be

junior

Rafael Sans said.
As

making
While

finished the last limb of their education, many

students

friends

waiting

they

for after

classes to start,
junior Branden Nash

were

convenience of

noon

able to work full time

night

during

graduate

school because of the

classes.

"The classes and the homework assiqnrnents

are

very practical," gradu

and freshmen Terrance

Strickland and Candace
Johnson

enjoy their down

time in the convenience
of the

newly remodeled
lounge. PHOTO/

ate student Erin

Uniting
territory.

as

Gillogly

one

Whether

said.

"They

are

immediately applicable."

body in Christ, students were able to cross unfamiliar
jumping distance, culture, age

or

classroom barriers,

commuter

KRISTIN THREADGILL

they stepped outside of the box

to

embrace their peers.

ANTHONY

© Oral Roberts University

CaVVlplAS life

STORY/ANNA

nintension

Competing forthetop score, soph
Peter

Hayes, freshman
Lundrigan and sophomore
Heidi Erickson play some fierce
Nintendo 64 games during open

omore

Phil

house.

PHOTO COURTESY/HEIDI

ERICKSON

\\Where
when classes
dead hour

Students
ner

were

or on

students

were

the

over,

during

weekends?

found in every

were

of campus

fulfilling

their

to be excited about school.

cor

right

Many

\\destiny

road

pu rposefu Itravel i ng
were

found in the dorms
"We

play

chilling

Spontaneous

are

activities

were

school, but college kids find the

esting

also

really laid back now,"

"I'm

activities

do

to

wingmates.

video games

one-on-one

popular game. Competitions

with

without

together," sophomore

Erick Holth said. "Madden 06 is

big."
another way that

new

students

adjusted

the

grabbing

Nest

all that

Eagle's

have fun on

was

a

most inter-

spending

smoothie in

was

needed to

campus. Students created

steadfast friendships that made every
ment a

good

to

college

life.

freshman Catherine Lusk said. "I used to be stressed back in

money."
Sometimes

a

mo

time. STORY/MIRANDA WHITE

checkmate
Sure of her win, junior
Stephanie Mendez holds
her opponent in a game
of chess. PHOTO/KRISTIN
THREADGILL

© Oral Roberts University

high

Chloe Roberts, concurrent student

"I love

campus because of
the social aspect of it, and we'll all

living

on

have crazy stories to tell the
kids

someday."
John

Daugherty, junior

PHOTO/KRISTIN THREADGILL

John

Daugherty, junior
© Oral Roberts University

compV1S life

grand-

"Homecoming is the biggest deal because you have all
the people there that are expecting the same environ
ment; it's a great way to bring back the old traditions
and then incorporate the new ones that we have found
for school spirit."
Heather

Muhlbauer, junior

PHOTO/KRISTIN THREADGILL

© Oral Roberts University

instrumental

to win Battle of the Bands and also the hearts of

Intending
the

war

audience, freshmen Austin Helm and Ben Rector

successful in

the band Euromart in

bringing

as

were

champions.

PHOTO/EVAN MILLARD

\\Rocking the
IUPUI in

a

Mabee Center with soulful

86-76 win and

all included in

were

faculty.

get students excited about

a new

week

army of

about

spirit

week
in stu

Well-rested students returned after winter

break, and homecoming week helped

was

Homecoming

school

out

brought

candle-lit ballroom

a

annual tradition.

an

unified the campus and
dents and

in

socializing

music, defeating

being

an

to kick off the year and

semester. The theme for the

Students realized if

one.

\\return

trip

onfam i I iarterritory
they
"I

all

fought together, mighty

thought

this

year's

theme

battles could be

was a

Roberts' theme of T.E.A.M. for this
When all

was

school. Whether

said and done,

the overall

"When I found out that I

promoted

year," sophomore

on

was

the Golden

spirit brought

was on

that

one

homecoming

through cheering

homecoming court,

good

won.

court, I

unity and

SA Vice President
all about

Eagles

Ricky Broughton

supporting

really

taken aback in two

voting

is

ways,"

senior

homecoming
"One, that I

senior, and that my time at ORU

drawing to a close,

and

second, that I have

such wonderful friends who believe in

love

me

them

me

and

for who I am."

Homecoming brought
back to

for the

body.

queen Christine Lederle said.
was now a

said.

fellow students and the

at the basketball game or

out the best in the student

was

coincided with President

why they

they

were

were

part of

the students

here and reminded
a

much

larger plan.

STORY/ANNA ANTHONY

royalty loyalty
Cheering incessantly through the homecom
ing basketball game, the costumed Maniacs
and royally dressed President Roberts lend
a hand in bringing the Golden Eagles to vic
tory. PHOTO/KRISTIN THREADGILL

© Oral Roberts University

CGmpU1S life

stepping

into

leadership

Members of the women's RA program glide
into action

ship

as

they enjoy

and fun. The

a

weekend of fellow

women

took their annual

retreat to a state

park. "Being an RA was really
journey of learning and growing and getting
to know girls on campus," senior Allyson Murri
a

said. PHOTO/KRISTINE STILLINGER

© Oral Roberts University

»The
room.

It

invigorating

triggered

the students'

featured film "Polar
From

big

smell of buttered popcorn diffused

screen

senses

Express" sponsored by the

nights to

m.ovie

and campus parties, clubs

ers

and beckoned them

m�nthlY

provided

students

��e,

get togetha venue

for

goals," sophomore Ornar

in

fulfilling

Hue said.

opportunities for students

organi-

to showcase their

Resident advisors, academic peer advisors and

floor to assist students and form
"I love the
see

relationship

other sides of the

girls,

with

girls

on

the

chaplains

were

abilities.

stationed

on

each

floor," senior Kristian Kelly said. "You get

and I have grown

from academic spectators to

leadership

friendships.

Regardless of their interests or talents,

extending

gears

buildingupspeed

the elub's

In addition to the 53 clubs on ca.mpus, several

zations offered

settled to watch the

S h -1ft -I n 9

important part Qm O�U because the

get active and involved

they

as

the LRC lecture

Psi Chi Rho club.

students to be involved.

""[Iltley

throughout

organized

as a

person while

students were involved

being
as

an

to

RA."

they shifted gears

leaders. STORY/JP JONES/JIYOUNG CHOE

love

students to

Getting
sign up for
Outreach
Community
during Club
Rush, juniors Pradeepan Jeeva
manoharan and Shandy Shumate
demonstrate the reality of need
through role playing. PHOTO/KRISTIN
THREADGILL

© Oral Roberts University

cilAbs/orgs

elevation
With

fizzy-lifting

inhibitions

thrown

the wind, freshman Heather
Koger flies high on the

bungee jump

drinks

As students look

to

ment,

simulation.

in

on

amaze

Chemical

American

an

Society

member cools

mix with

dry

a

drink

ice.

I/Sheer anticipation built for what the year held with countless c1l!:lDS

Ilrush hour
drivingin
theenergy

showing

themselves

The annual
clubs and
Rush

strong

Club Rush

organizations

was

on

to

prospective

was a

time for students to check out wliii'alt

campus had to offer.

full of amusements from

simulation. With

members.

enthusiasm,

a

dunk tank to

bungee jl!!llil1P

a

club recruiters showed their tlwe

colors.
"I

of

joined

people

Mabee Maniacs because it seemed like

to attend games

Whether it
face to each

"Seeing

was

a

really fun g�oup

with," freshman Grace Garoutte said.

Psi Chi Rho

or

ROTC, students

were

able te

pu�

a

organization.

the

people

there

helped bring life

Jinelle Edmund said. "It showed

me

to the

that if these

clubs," senior

people

cowld

@et

involved, then I could too."

"The

atmosphere of
Club Rush was lively
and conducive to get
ting hugs."
Aaron

L....-

From
Rush

Spanish

was a

personality.

McCready, junior

//
© Oral Roberts University

Club to the American

success for all

Accounting Society, Olwb

involved, welcoming

STORYfTlFFANY WOMACK

an

outlet for every

.

© Oral Roberts University

cilAbs aVla orgs

© Oral Roberts University

breaking ground

living lights
During

SLDD

As the

Ni

passionate discussion,
junior
cole Mosser talks with sophomore Ashley Lucas,
junior Shandy Shumate, junior Joy-Marie Clare
and sophomore Jennifer Knier about intimacy
a

with God. PHOTO/DANIELLE

new

proached,
chaplains

school year ap
and women

men

pray for

unity.

PHOTO/DANIEL FOLKERS

PARKER

/ITheycame from Texas, New Jersey and Zambia
to

fellow students

help

ing registration

well

as

chaplains

tors stood

as

as

and

pillars

glory

on

life

their

dorm direc
and in their

wings

exploringthe
highway

to influence those around

of God.

chaplains,

Many

support campus spiritual

spiritual

dorms, taking the time
them for the

lion-site
reconstruction

into their dorms dur

the year.

growth throughout
The

move

felt the program had

like
an

junior

Gloria

Shunda,

eminent presence and

ofdevotion

purpose.
"The

chaplain

said. "It

gives

program is

you

lot of

a

a

program that stretches you," Shunda

accountability

and is

geared

to

help you

become the leader God has called you to be."

Sophomore
power in

"My favorite part

body

ence.

Severo Baltasar understood the pressure

ministering

as

well

as

the

to other students on his floor.

is

knowing

that

you've

"Being achaplain doesn't
give you the right to influ

made

a

difference in

some

the
the

can use

laugh

with them, it doesn't

simple people

like

us to

cease to

make

a

amaze

me

right

to

men on

earn

into
your floor."

speak

Pradeepan
Jeevamanoharan, junior

else's life," Baltasar said. "When you bleed with these guys, cry

with them,

You have to

PHOTOITIFFANY WOMACK

how God

difference."

STORYITIFFANY WOMACK

© Oral Roberts University

dAbs ana ovgs

"As

students moved into their dorms,

Resident Advisors

(RAs)

knew

a

family

challenges would

of leaders
come

anxiously

their way, but

awaited their arrival.

they

prepared

were

and

ultimately excited.

"This

our
floor
year
leadership talked about

//directing

having the girls really see
who they are as a person,
not just with God but as
women

roadworkahead;
nohardhatsnecessary

themselves. We

don't want them to live

traffic

a

stereotype."
Katie Harden, senior
PHOTOITIFFANY WOMACK

In addition to their

responsibilities,

RAs also found themselves

coordinating

non-traditional

social events.
"Our
be

wing put together

more

a

social is my main

The social aspect

paintball team," junior

was not

Diliberto said. "Now

II

RA

an

as

the

"Encouraging

wing

to

focus."

students is what made their
"When I became

Michael Brown said.

the

only important part of

the RA

college experience. The love fer

leadership experience worthwhile.
on

my

wing,

the year has

I knew

only

progressed,

one

girl

on

my floor,"

I know God has

junior

blessed

Christina

me

with

amazing

women, and I have learned so much from them."

The
and

experiences gathered by

maturity developed

an

RA

were

life-changing. The responsibilities, character

in their life and the lives of their

wingmates

would

never

be

forgotten.

STORYNANESSA ROBERTS

checklisting

to the throne

ThroJgh

After

mats

i

excited chatter, junior Keegan Harricharan
off his wingmates' names as students stride

chapel.

PHOTO/DANIEL FOLKERS

of classes, jl!JIili@r
Joe Chambers, seniors Pete Clin
ton, Trevis Barnes and Tim Butterr
a

long day

worth make time to
the men's RA

© Oral Roberts University

IEL FOLKERS

worship duriril�
meeting. PHOTO/DAN,

© Oral Roberts University

c1lAbs aVld oy'0s

servant hands
While

enjoying

teer to make

the afternoon sun, APA program members volun
of many events successful. The Employee Appre

one

ciation Picnic

was a

chance to

staff for their hard work. "It's

mingle

recognize

members of

faculty

and

lot of fun to meet your professors and
with all of them. It's very relaxed," senior Ruth Kennedy said.
a

PHOTO/KRISTIN THREADGILL

© Oral Roberts University

being mindful

the way
Welcoming a new semester, senior Reyna Sierra
receives direction from juniors Lee Miller, Rachel
King and Dara Stewart during spring registration.

showing

With books and minds open during an APA
study group led by sophomore Dayton
Shorter, the men of Valor gather together
to show themselves approved before God.

PHOTO/DANIEL FOLKERS

PHOTO/DANIEL FOLKERS

/lAs 500 freshmen, 250 transfers and countless returning students
congregated

in the Graduate Center to

validate, there

was

only

one

group that could truly help-the Academic Peer Advisors (APAs).

APA program

The

was

designed

to serve the scholastic needs

of students. The APA coordinators' desire

and

new

students acclimate to their

new

was to

//interpreting
the map

help freshmen

environment, classes and

professors.
"We

ing

stay
the

on

in focus with the

One of the

new

to serve

help people,

improvements

breaks each APA held

"It's

a

a

weekly.

needed escape from

good

These

people

"Through

these

fellowships

on

their

wings

required
offered

a

and gave

"Being

an

APA

confidence to
other

girls

on

gives me
approach

the
the

the floor with

hesitance. I get to be
more social."
Adriana Ramirez, senior

out

studying.

way to get to know others

Gellineau said.

people."

to the program was the

chance for the APA to bond with the
students

gaugingthemileage

mind," senior APA Coordinator Kendal Butler said. "Our

whole purpose is to

study

mind, body and spirit vision by focus

on

my floor," senior Candi

study breaks,

I

am

getting

more

PHOTOITIFFANY WOMACK

involved."
APAs worked in

ship

on

harmony

their floor, and

day basis, embodying
position
on

of

leadership

they
the

with
were

one

another and with the leader

able to

impact

lives

on a

day-to

vision of the program. They used their

to influence and

campus. STORY/DANIELLE

uplift

the

men

and

women

PARKER

© Oral Roberts University

cllAbs and orgs

fit to

print

As the

day

hey,

winds down, sophomore Oracle Advertising
Coordinator Sarah Stevens, junior Editor Chontali Herod
and senior Editor in Chief

Roger

make deadline. PHOTO/DANIEL

�"
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.l-fs-tt
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....

Buswell work

mr.

dj

compel fellow students to
tune in, senior Oeoquill Grant
plays a song to satisfy their
To

together to

souls. PHOTO/DANIEL FOLKERS

FOLKERS

J'¢o'"\Ir .............

l':'

1-

ArPj""'V'F�

IIlmages, words and moments all came together to be captureo

Ilrunning
red lights

capsule that held memories of the past. All of these avenues

from

a

held

on

to the same basic

it will be

row

history.

A variety of mediums

The

makingall

were

under the

University Oracle, KORU

tunities

on

all

of campus media,
were

all opWJo�

get involved.

Anthony, Perihelion

enjoyed combining

heading

and the Perihelion

campus for students to

Senior John

thewriteturns

principle: remember today, for tomor

assistant editor in chief.,

aspects of campus life

to create a diverse

publication.
"The

"KORU has been the best

experience

for

me

Leon

on

a

creative and

an

excellent way to

see

all that goes

on

around

expressive publication," Anthony said.

to be

able to reach out to

of students

campus and record it in

yearbook is

a

Although yearbooks

lot

were

released from year to year, each week

to read and understand what was

campus."

Purley, sophomore

mates. The

University

going

on

in the world

Oracle allowed students

through

to be

was an

opportunity

the eyes of fellow class

published writers and helped

PHOTOfTIFFANY WOMACK

the campus to
"I'm

really

perspective

stay informed.

excited about

of the

goals to accomplish

more.

senior

KORU

gives

me a

wide

Natalya Lukashonok sai<ll.

charged

at full force.

Ca�pws

community calendars and student-led shows were just a few ways KORU enableel

students to
As the

history

"

for the Oracle this year because it

campus," Oracle Associate Editor

Each medium had its
news,

working

stay involved and informed.

camera

snapped

or

the video rolled, each

forever. STORY/BETHANY HEJTMANEK

© Oral Roberts University

image stayed ingrained

in carmpll:ls

© Oral Roberts University

cllAVS aVla orgs
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»Thousands of students
one

destination: Christ's

Ministries.

Chapel

itself

from different directions

on

and

Wednesday

Friday mornings.

All headed to

Chapel.

spiritual

The axis of

came

life

was an

teachings from guest speakers

on

campus, Christ's

opportunity

such

as

Chapel,

for students to get

housed Missions,

Community Outreach

spiritually recharged.

Students

were

and Music

impacted by

evangelist Kenneth Copeland

asking

and pastor Earl McClellan.

directions
backoncourse

"It is not the program,

hoping

to lose their lives in

The campus

person

was

or

the business of it, but the aspect of

family mingled

alive with

a

passion

for God and His

people,

and

able to take that fervor into the direction God sent them.

yes,

we can

After

a

of

raw

of this

Spiritual

Life

Department,

collecting

through

the

STORY/BRITTANY ALBRIGHT/DANIELLE PARKER

cans

door-to-door, students are relieved
to

be

given

generation

Him," sophomore Nathan French said.

was

night

with the

back on campus having
of their time and their hearts.

PHOTO/EVAN MILLARD

© Oral Roberts University

spiritlAal

life

each

»With open

ears

dent Richard Roberts
reach

new

and

hearts, students and faculty awaited direction

relayed

his

passion for the

student

body

to

as

Presi

unite in order

to

heights.
"Teamwork
is the Bibli-

»inthelead

cal model for

building

the
of

kingdom

God," Rob-

settingthepace

erts said.

The

presi-

dent gave
illustration of how Jesus teamed up with his

larly,

he believed the

University

needed to work

touch the lives of those around them. Before

impact the

to

disciples

together in
so, he

doing

order to

an

world. Simi

effectively

more

individuals

encouraged

to examine themselves.

"If you want to do
the inner person

right,

for

the year,

munity.
emerge.
mission

right,"

together

Students and

something great for the Kingdom
Roberts said. "And then,

everyone

faculty

a

took Roberts' words to heart.

devastating

Through
trip

to

joining

to

it starts with

getting

hands with others who

are

Upon hearing the theme for

implement unity

on

campus and in the

hurricane hit the Gulf of Mexico, relief efforts

blood drives, volunteer work at

Mississippi,

...

accomplishes more."

they immediately began

After

of God

his words

were

brought

Camp
to life.

Gruber and

a

com

began

to

fall break

Consistent efforts in the

classroom, community outreach, missions and school clubs and organizations also
echoed the

same

Instead of
was

theme.

merely receiving

the message God had

given Roberts,

the

University

changed by it and took the message of teamwork out to others. STORY/HEATHER

KOGER

genuine praise
In

awe

of God's glory, President and Mrs. Roberts

worship God
DINKEL

© Oral Roberts University

in

a

chapel

service. PHOTO/CHRIS

hearing clearly
With open ears, President
Richard Roberts focuses

junior Pradeepan Jee
vamanoharan's question
at an Ignite Leadership
workshop. PHOTO/KRISTIN
on

THREADGILL

"God

has

you here

you to

a

...

brought
to take

place

where

you're

concerned

about

something

that is greater than

you."
President Richard
Roberts
PHOTO/KRISTIN THREADGILL

© Oral Roberts University

spiritlAal

life

poking

fun

Even with

loving support from se
Haley, apprehension is
on the face of Tulsa Mayor

nior Jordan
evident

Bill LaFortune

as

he receives his

required vaccination.

PHOTO/EVAN

TAYLOR

driven to

Anticipation

serve

mounts as

student volunteers head
toward their work site.
PHOTO/MATT BURLESON

handiwork
After

completing

demolition,

a

house

missions

team prays for and min
isters to a homeowner in

Long Beach, Mississippi.
During the week-long trip,
students

were

awakened

to the harsh

real ity of

life

the Gulf Coast.

along
"Seeing the
makes

me

destruction
see

what I

personally taking for
granted," junior Matthew
am

Burleson said. PHOTO/EVAN
TAYLOR

© Oral Roberts University

nice

there while there
still

was

evidence of

raw

the hurricane. It

was

rewarding to take our
free time

and

con-

tribute it to those in
need."
Andreas Haukus,

junior

»Embarked

mission that would awaken them to

on a

students

spent fall break in

a

taken for

granted,

in the blink of

For

a

to shine

total of five

days,

zone

harsh

that showed them that

an

140

reality,

life, often

eye.

students united to serve and allow the love of God

through.

"When

junior

change

can

disaster

a

working

in

God gave

Long Beach,

me

the chance to

change lives,"

Sarah Hucks said.

»coasting
through
completerestoration
Hurricane Katrina gave students the
who

were so

negatively

opportunity

to shed a

positive light

affected. Even students behind the

scenes saw

on

those

the hand

of God in disastrous situations.
"Since I
some

was

of the

istered to

busy documenting

physical labor," sophomore

me

behind the

need, Christians need
Even

standing
taught

the

though

to

many

camera.

step up

people

students

lifelong

lessons

on

and

video, I

was

unable to

me

that

...

when

with

our

country is in

help."
affected

by Hurricane Katrina, God

offering peace

was

to His children. The short

they will forever hold dear

to their hearts.

STORYNANESSA ROBERTS

© Oral Roberts University

help

Nathan French said. "But God still min

He showed

were

in the midst of the storm

trip

spiritlAal

life

trip

»In view of every aspect that is
life
as

on

campus, perhaps the most

chapel

and

pivotal

worship

campus

being shaped
is

and molded in

spiritual development.

a

student's

Events such

aid in the transformation of this crucial

area

within.

Every Wednesday

and

students and

Friday,

faculty gather together

to focus

»brake for

worship
haltingtofindtheway
on

what's

Duplantis
"I

really important. Enlightened speakers
and

really

Nancy Alcorn
like the

challenged by
new

dynamic
Aside

by

campus
"It is

so

revolutionized

variety

of

speakers

many different

to my

Jesse

because I find that

being

mindsets.

chapel

perspectives really helps bring

spiritual walk,"

from chapel,

previous
in

Copeland,

like Kenneth

balance and

a

freshman Jesse Prier said.

many students

are

encouraged during

the weekend

worship.

so

"Those who

powerful

really

because it's not

desire to

required," junior Lyndsie Sneed

worship God give

said.

up time to do it and God honors

that."
As students embark
make the road ahead

a

on

their

journeys through life,

little clearer. STORY/HEATHER

services such

as

these

KOGER

"Chapel services com
plete you as a person.
The beauty of it is that no
matter what you're deal
ing with, God deals with
your individual needs,"
Okay Maduka,
senior
PHOTO/KRISTIN THREADGILL

© Oral Roberts University

speaking

out

Students and
are

faculty

honored with the

presence of evangelist
Kenneth Copeland dur

ing homecoming

week.

PHOTO/CHRIS DINKEL

keyed
In

a

up

musical

frenzy,

tionally acclaimed
pianist Adlan Cruz

interna
classical

awed the

crowd with his talent. PHOTO/
CHRIS DINKEL

© Oral Roberts University

spiritlAallife

is to go to
the nations. When you

"My passion

do that, you can't offer

up ordinary worship;
it has to be extraordi

nary."
Melissa

Gilbreath, junior

PHOTO/KRISTIN THREADGILL

in the lead
With voices lifted

high,

Souls A' Fire members,

juniors
son,

Karissa John

Angela

Jessica

Jones and

Aguilar

minister

through worship.

PHOTO/

KRISTIN THREADGILL

© Oral Roberts University

in

harmony

On stage, members of the choir

cally offer up

a

energeti

sacrifice of praise to God.

»Surpassing

the

ordinary

extraordinary

to become

heartbeat of Music Ministries. With
Souls A' Fire and band members

a

fresh and creative

saw

their vision

was

the mission and

approach, Frontline, choir,

come to

pass in

capturing

the

worship experience.
the

Despite

diversity among members, possessing

the

passion allowed

same

them to unite.

"Music Ministries is
cluster of students

ing together

a

»yielding
to the spirit

com

to do what

passionate

they're

about, worship," junior
Sara Swanson said. "Wor

ship

everything

causes

else to fade away,

christinfullview

leaving

you transformed."

Their intention

was not

only

to lead the student

body

and

of

a new

faculty
CD

established

into

provided

a

Through

experience

as

well. The

production

way to capture the talents and abilities of the students. It

a

personalized

Music Ministries also
ers.

but to record that

worship

touch

sought

by using

all ORU-written songs.

to enhance their focus in order to reach out to oth

tours in the summer to

places

such

as

Argentina

and

Italy, they

were

able to encounter other cultures and share the love of God.
"The

biggest highlight

worship," senior Albert
and

use

them to lead

of

Music Ministries is

Kiteck said. "This program allows you to

people

into God's

The culmination of talented
to God.

ship

of

They
our

went

to minister overseas

beyond

develop your gifts

presence."

worshippers

worked

their confined realm to

diligently

bring

in order to

bring glory

others into heartfelt

Lord. STORY/HEATHER KOGER

© Oral Roberts University

through

spiritlAal

life

wor

the school year, students made extra time in their schedules for very

»During

few activities, and

normally

and

Community

sleeping.

The

any free time

outlet for the students to be

a

was

reserved for the essentials,

eating

Outreach and Missions programs served

part of

a

positive experience,

tap into the gifts and callings God had placed

on

as an

which enabled them to

their lives.

merging paths

»

takingthehighroad
Daily, Community Outreach
body

of Christ. They

permeated

a

clothes and

neighborhoods. Missions

corporate body and several times with their

their

trips. They

and,

most

saw

approach

people's needs,

well

around the

mentoring

as

once a

month

as

preparation for

team members in

open, blind eyes receive

these

as

teams met

sight, restoration of lives

globe.

ministry opportunities

minister," junior Ernest Yancy said.

obligation but

as an

uplift

"When I

get my hands

on

it satisfies my need."

Community Outreach

and Missions teams served

as an

opportunity to inspire

others.

"Instead of

senior Aimee

looking inward,
Slyer

As the students
or a

food,

rewarding experience.

"I'm called to

and

ears

importantly, salvations

Students did not
as a

deaf

community and served Tulsa

every crevice of the

by performing yard work, distributing
children of low-income

teams activated their role as the

listening

ear,

God has

helped

me

to look outward and

upward,"

said.

encouraged

they provided

others

by giving

peace and

a warm

smile,

hope for the future

a

helping

and

hand

personified

the love of Christ. STORY/AURORA JONES/KATIE LANGFORD

"It's

all

about

building

relationships. You

just
for

sit

around

people

you. You

to

have

can't

and

wait

come

to

to

to

go

them."

Taylor Hankins,
sophomore
PHOKYHEATHERKOGER

© Oral Roberts University

ahoy matey
During

a

the first

corporate

meeting,
tences
to

comical

a

a

mock

every man's world
Through the proud display
of flags, freshman Nick Ras
tetter, sophomore Rhonda
Gibson and junior Justin
Jones assist in the represen
tation of countries around
the world at Missions

chapel.

PHOTO/CHRIS DINKEL

© Oral Roberts University

spiritlAal

life

in

pirate sen
shipmate
plank. PHOTO/

fellow

walk the

skit

missions

"Devotionals

help

stu

dents to draw

near

God and have

deeper

relationship
They

allow

a

a

to

with Him.

student to

stay rooted and flour
ish in all

areas

of their

life."

Ashley Lucas,
sophomore
PHOTO/HEATHER KOGER

armor

all

By jamming into junior
chaplain Josh Crowl's
dorm room, the men
of Full Armor grow
closer to God and
one

another.

PHOTO/

DANIEL FOLKERS

© Oral Roberts University

in

a-chord

one

With every stru m of the guitar, fresh

Chris Anderson-Reed, Josh
Evans and senior Ryan Nichols from
G-Rock create beautiful melodies to

men

lift up the

name

of the Lord. PHOTO/

DANIEL FOLKERS

»A familiar voice broke through the silence and

As the
from

summoned them for devos,

chaplain

homework, the daily to-do's and life's

Wingmates slowly

but

surely piled

»road

interrupted students' thoughts.

they

break

a

and tears.

wears

into the

relieved to have

were

chaplains'

rooms.

Students could

narrows

onewayonly
not

help

formed
"It

but become close friends in such

as

students related to their peers and
lot to

means a

said. "Devos is
These

just

me to

a

that

though

they

they

were

the

end up

are

the

be

fellowship

possible

chaplain

is

as

type of camaraderie

another.

wingers," sophomore Anthony Quartuccio

without the

worship Jesus."

guidance

disciple

and

leadership

of

chaplains.

and motivate other students. Of

well.

supposed

to be the leader and a servant on the

getting transformed
one

one

with others and

and prayers in order to

greatly impacted

environment. A

encouraged

out with my fellow

time to

meetings wouldn't

tentimes, they

times

hang

good

They devote time, love

"Even

tight

a

as a

person and

being changed," junior Spiritual

a

leader without

floor,

even

some

knowing

Life Dorm Director Nicole Mosser

said.
Those who made the effort to

spiritually. Unity

was

faithfully come to

formed and lives

were

devos

were

transformed

as

encouraged

socially and

these students chose to

time out of their hectic schedules to honor God. STORY/JOY CALES

© Oral Roberts University

both

spiritlAal

life

carve

© Oral Roberts University

»Learning
knowledge

was

While

gained

and

perspective

of how

really helps

Eric Fowlkes said. "It has
of

promoting people
Professors

to

only

learn the

I've learned to my
Each

lIload

Strategies

that

tingled

the mind

a

patterns

so

made that would last

were

a

difference in the

our

future
me

a

gave

me

a

were

formed,

lifetime.

long

run

for students, field

trips,

events

the h I 9 h

r 0 ad

kids in

gettingoncourse

school," senior

someone

else's life."

crucial element that made these

departments successful.

heart for his students and wants to

see

them do well,"

but I discover different issues that I may be

sophomore Carissa Perry said.

dealing with,

and then

apply

"I

what

life."

major provided students

to education.

set, habits

understand the value

help empower

required material,
own

as a

were

•

important educating

helped

were a

"Dr. Walker has

not

impressions

Communication

o1h@r countries

experience

impacted their daily mindset.

and seminars also

hands-on

robust

standard in the classroom made

high

a

"Mass

was a

with effective ways to maximize their

experiences

as

they took the high

STORY/KRYSTAL TOMASSO

composite learning
The

intricacy of God's creation
becomes relevant as sophomore
Sara Swanson and junior Danielle
Parker examine fossils, rocks and
minerals in Earth Science. PHOTO/
KRISTIN THREADGILL

© Oral Roberts University

academics

capturing

attention

explaining the Civil War, Dr.
Vickery adds spice to the subject
by challenging history students to a
series of Jeopardy questions. PHOTO/
While
Paul

DANIEL FOLKERS

Itt». Timothy

Brooker

along

with other staff members
to life.

Forty

attend

//map

a

guidedby
blueprints

Humanities

students

two-week

able to

were

trip

to Greece and

the

trip

Turkey.
"After

going

learned

quest

brought

on

more as

to

opposed

Greece, I feel I
to

just being

in

class," sophomore Daniel Taylor said. "I'm glad
the

department

offers

experiential trips."

Other students shared how classes have

inspired
and make

them to go out into the world
a

difference in

suffering lives

and

society.
"I realized how much

and how many
a means

for

to

problems

need to be solved," senior Calandra

our

world is

lacking

Vargas said. "Government is

influence people globally and what better way

than to enter into

a

system

Godly presence."
Whether traveling to the other side of the world

humanities, government and history students
but

they

were

changed

and

not

or

sitting

in

a

traditional four-walled class,

only took a piece of knowledge with them,

inspiration marked their lives.

STORY/JIYOUNG CHOE

"I had

God to

an

unrealized

move

in

our

passion

for

government.

heartbeat is for

people, and I
believe this [Government] is just one

My

avenue

for that."

Melissa

Nannorone, sophomore
PHOTO/ANNA ANTHONY

© Oral Roberts University

abbey

lane chicks

Re-enacting the Beatles' famous album cover, "Abbey Roads," senior Rachel Ward,
sophomore Caitlin Houston and juniors Lyndsey Ward and Rebekah Abreu cross Ab
bey Lane during a humanities trip. The Protocol and Etiquette class' London trip gave
students a cultural experience. "Experiencing the culture in London with my friends was
such

an

adventure. We had

a

blast," Abreu said.

PHOTO/CHRIS CAPEHART

thinking beyond
Tearing
is

a

down walls of biased

must for

thinking
sophomore Tiffany Talbert

in Government Criminal Procedure.
PHOTO/KRISTIN THREADGILL

© Oral Roberts University
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the master's touch
With

precision and concentration,

art students

juniors

Jennifer Safrit, Renee Williams and David Oliveira release
their talent placed within. PHOTO/KRISTIN THREADGILL

touching

lives

singing

with heart

and

After strenuous and dedicated

the Drama

practice, junior Rachael Poling,
sophomore Joshua Kennedy

The audience is

captivated

moved to tears

as

Department perform
acle Worker." Drama

"The Mir
was

not

and

senior Elizabeth

Opera

Theater

the Music

Depart

major to these stu
calling. "There was
definitely a ministry between

perform

the cast and crew, so the show
itself spoke to people," fresh

THREADGILL

merely

a

dents but

man

a

Micah

Lyons

said. PHOTO/

KRISTIN THREADGILL

© Oral Roberts University

hosted

at an

by

Sheron

ment in the fall. PHOTO/KRISTIN

"This

department gives me the
opportunity to build a music per
formance repertoire. It's good to
have

ing

overall view of what is goout in the professional mu-

an

on

sic field."
Maria Van

Vogt, sophomore

PHOTO/DANIELLE PARKER

!/Opening

had

night

Even after the show
and

long

"When we're all
mated and

was over,

together, there's
and

always having fun.

We

unity, knowing

area

was

"We're

so

ani-

to

spent up

in

also added

Timko Barton

"I

Jenny Surls said.

The

equipment.

day

night

renovated to

department

every

late

tu n i n 9 i ntofi nearts

Tech

give students training
sound

relationships formed through

dull moment," freshman

never a

Depart

Music

the crowd showed their

dead ahead

we're

together."

the

ment,

as

//creativity

er, and there's a sense

In the Music

thunderous

Department.

students maintained the

understand each oth-

all in this

was

rehearsals.

outgoing

of

applause

arrived. The

for yet another hit from the Drama

appreciation

readings

finally

was

a

Jazz

Improvisation

fully refurbished.

class to the curriculum, and the

The music

performance majors

were

performance

required

hall in

to dedicate time

practicing.
to three hours

Harmon said. "It

can

a

day practicing

take months to learn
lot of time in

a new

preparation

Students in the Art
toward

perks

to be

technique in

for the

piece

that

for my senior recital roil," senior Joel
a

piece

only

and basic crafts.

and then

perfect

lasted four minutes

Department took advantage

drawing, painting

it. I

or

spent

a

so."

of the many classes directed

Exploring

new

media

was one

of the

in the curriculum.

"Art Club

helps

me

two

interested in art in order to
Whether

used what

enly

fully prepared

relying

they

on

with fellow art students and students who

exchange ideas,"

palettes

or

senior Ben Bowman said.

sheet music, students involved in the arts

had to make the most of their

talents supplied by their Heav-

Father. STORYITIFFANY LANE/CALEB GREEN

© Oral Roberts University

are

academics

"Being

broadcast

a

learned that

ships

are

journalism major, I've
people and building relation

the essence of media. I would love

to have a

bunch

job where I can just
of people all at once."
Jonathan

sit and talk to

a

Atkinson, junior

PHOTO/JIYOUNG CHOE

IIScripts were

rolling

students. Instructors Dana

and the show went

Sterling

on

for communication

and Mark Labash

co-taught the

majors, specifically broadcast journalism

new

class, Broadcast News.
"We

//changing

have

and pressure and stories

gears

to

find, but it's

class to

more

experience, English

majors

took advanced

English

great
you

world," sopho
Shull said.

Alyssa

While communication

majors made
hands-on

a

prepare

for the real

[driving tfasterspeeds]
their

deadlines

classes which offered

the most of

background

on

Shakespearean plays.
"Going

back and

analyzing Shakespeare's plays brings

existed," senior Marilyn Burns said.

"I like

as course

"I

got

a

whole other aspect of

I didn't know

writing

being well-rounded."

Aside from class, Dr. Robert Skinner offered
well

out

trips

to

Spain

and France for modern

language majors,

as

credits.

to

experience

the true culture instead of

just learning

in

a

classroom environment,"

junior

Kuker said.

Students learned, grew,

experienced

and

challenged

cation. STORY/KRISTIAN KELLY/JIYOUNG CHOE/ASHLEY

themselves to

higher

levels of edu-

DITTAMORE

bon

jour

During Club Rush, treasurer
sophomore Aurelie Masson
explains modern language
French Club to junior Ja
cob

Bonsu.

THREADGILL

© Oral Roberts University

PHOTO/KRISTIN

Jordan

talented poet
Students

focus

plays during
course taught by

an

Shakespearean
English
Dr. William Epperson.
on

advanced

PHOTO/DANIEL FOLKERS

testing 1, 2,
Listening

3

to OJ and tour

guide Gary Thompson, Writing for Mass Communication students
Kelly, sophomores Caleb Green and Eric Holth, junior Jamel Edmund and
sophomore Aurora Jones experience the KXOJ studio in action. The field trip opened doors
of opportunity for communication majors to learn firsthand how the media industry operated.
"I learned how a real radio station runs from day to day and how it would benefit me since I'm
interested in radio," sophomore LeAndre Purley said. PHOTO/JP
JONES
© Oral Roberts
University
senior Kristian

academics

beyond

the limits

With

encouragement from professors, students are able to see
their goals accomplished like the fall senior Strategic Manage
ment class who scored in the 90th percentile on the Education
al Testing Services business field test. PHOTO/KRISTIN THREAD
GILL

account-able

Taking

a

break from their

accounting homework, junior

Belinda Ibarra and seniors Anila

Clarke, Jamie Fithian

and Nobel Macaden discuss ways they will incorporate
business in their future careers. PHOTO/DANIELLE PARKER

© Oral Roberts University

IIHard work. Diligence.

Persistence. These characteristics

in the Business and Graduate Business

which

produced

essential for students
and

men

women

pre

to be leaders in their career.

pared

The Business

significant

for every

Department developed

moment was when Dr. Mark

School of Business,
area

challenged

to meet the needs of the students. The most

Lewandowski, who

each student,

bringing

was

named the

new

Dean of the

leadership qualities applicable

out

of life.
with

"Working
Lewandowski
such

Departments,

were

has

Dr.

been

//mastering

experi

an awesome

ence," graduate Jonathan

Wiley

said. "It

me an

opportunity

has

the road

given

to eval

uate businesses with him

in order for

to start my

me

business. He has

own

emphasis

real-life ap

on

and has been

plication
catalyst

greatness and

were

recognized

given

Department produced many successful students who accomplished

recognized

a

undergrad

spective

on

knowledge;

integrity

I

a

prestigious

award

opened doors

am even more

and many

challenged

and

am

opportunities

learning

to

for me,"

apply

Rogers

what I learned

student."

growth

and

changes

within the Business

their education and their
it

country. Graduate business student Erin Rogers

and dedication in their chosen field of education.

this award has

grad student,

The

around the

with the Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award,

"Receiving

as an

a

to students for their

said. "As

setti n gtheiti nerary

innovation in the business world."

for

The Graduate

was

an

was

about the

passion

experience
to

as a

succeed.

Departments gave
student. Their

students

major

was not

a new

just about

STORYI VANESSA ROBERTS

is

practical but fun.
The teachers are so willing to
help. They open their hearts

"My major

and invest their time to

see me

succeed."
Jamie

Chen, senior

PHOTO/DANIELLE PARKER

© Oral Roberts University

academics

per

learner before teacher

Absorbing

as many life experiences as
children's literature class is the training

education

majors like junior Gretel Ogren as she fulfills

her dream to be

IIThey
them to

were one

step closer

teacher.

a

to

earning

PHOTO/DANIEL FOLKERS

a

that would allow

degree

penetrate the workplace and implement both their education and

ministry tools acquired
Jonathan
Master of

Divinity,

Hayes,

within the program.
a

second-year grad

raved about the

"I believe ORU is my

quality

high caliber

student

working

toward

a

education he received.

refining place," Hayes

before I came, but I believe that I will be
of the

possible in
ground for

more

of

a

said. "I

minister

was a

sharpened tool

because

of education that I have received."

//fixing the
alignment
liningupthesystem
Along

with the standard

cohort program offered
"Just

ing,

seeing

courses

course

in other

the kids' faces

and at the end of the

day

you

light

of

emphases

for

grad students majoring

such

anticipate

it tomorrow,"

as

knowledge

something

sophomore
of

education, the

new

Joshua

is

a

priceless

feel

Kennedy said.

God and His Word permeated the

theology majors. The department prepared

stand and share the Lord's Word and actions. Senior and

in

early childhood development.

as

up when I teach them

Other forms of learning took place
hearts and minds of

study

men

and

women

of God to under

outstanding theology

student-of-the

year Cole Modlin felt the program had affected his life.

"Theology helps

me

understand the

Bible,

Modlin said. STORY/CASEY MUTCHLER/JACQUELYN

which

helps

me

better understand life,"

JACKSON

"Studying theology

has

opened

my mind to the vastness of God. It
strengthened my intellect as well
as

faith."

Kristopher Chen, sophomore
PHOTO/JIYOUNG CHOE

© Oral Roberts University

in tune
the

Playing

violin

second

for

students

grade
metro-Detroit, senior
Kelli
Hughes surprises

of

them with Christmas

ols.
,

Many

car

of the students

were

fascinated with the

violin

as

Kelli

education

explained

major

musical

terms to them. "Student

teaching
cess, but

it you

is

a

by

come

educator and

hard pro
the end of

out a better
more

ready

to do what God has called

you to

do," Hughes said.

PHOTO/ELIZABETH UPSHUR

visual aid
In

marriage communication model, Dr.Bill
graduate theology
majors the importance in building a relation
ship. PHOTO/KRISTIN THREADGILL
a

Buker demonstrates to

I,

© Oral Roberts University
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stress-free environment

Acquainting themselves with each
other, computer science and math
majors gather with the faculty at a
Who-Dun-It mystery game and picnic
to bring the entire department together.
PHOTO COURTESY/SCOTT CARR

© Oral Roberts University

"We have teachers that
the students.

They

strong points and
and

can

our

our

see

weaknesses

able to

are

where

really know

they

see

help us through
us lacking."

Jeremiah Quitto,

sophomore

PHOTO/ DANIELLE PARKER

//Focused,

dedicated students bustled up and down the

the worlds of math and science to prepare themselves for

Engineering, physics, computer science
rarely

was

a

hallways

of the Graduate

future with limitless

and math students had

a

passion

Center,

exploring

opportunities.
and zeal for their

major

that

Computing

Ma

seen.

Students

were

to

encouraged

participate

in

organizations

such

as

the Association for

chinery (ACM), Kappa Mu Epsilon and
the American

Society

Students

Engineering (AMSE).
ered

together

won

several

Top

10 in Best

in U.S.

Iitough

for Mechanical

gath-

to work as a team and

terrain

competitions, including
and Who's Who

Design

Colleges

and Universities.

probingwhat

"With clubs like AMSE and AHPE

Professional

(Association for Hispanic

Engineers) you
meet other

engineering

employers,

and you get

portunities,"

"The

students and
a

senior Amsa

Besides their
events like a

liesbeneath

go to conferences and

lot of

job

op-

Mangga

said.

involvement in classes and clubs, students also participated in entertaining and exciting

mystery Who-Dun-It game, department picnics and glider competitions.

atmosphere

is

really

dress code. We're

relaxed outside the classroom," junior Ernest Stranz said. "We're out of

playing volleyball against

Each student in these

chairmen, they united

just having

departments

to see these

each other.

had vision, and

vision

achieved.

Everyone
along

with

is at the same leveL"

professors

STORY/DANIELLE PARKER

fun

game of frisbee, seniors Jason Onar
ecker and Jeffery Spicer and freshman Joshua

During

a

Glesener got to

see a

playful

side of the

Engi

and Physics Chairman Dominic Halsmer

neering
during a department picnic.

PHOTO/CHRIS DINKEL

© Oral Roberts University

and

academics

department

standing

out

Men

the

being
minority in the Nursing
Department, juniors Aaron Triska and
Jarrod Lucca maintain

spective
for their

a

from their female

major.

different per

counterparts

PHOTO/DANIEL FOLKERS

© Oral Roberts University

it up

mixing
During

group dynamics class,
behavioral science students
share

past experiences and build
lasting friendships. PHOTO/KRISTIN

THREADGILL

IIHis skin was bluish
body

was

used for the

they studied
"I liked

being

strongly of formaldehyde. The dead

in tone, and he smelled

advancement of science

and the

biology

students

as

and dissected human remains.

able to work with

a

cadaver and

being

able to cut it

open,"

senior Keivon

Liburd said. "We got

//stopping

to see the human

brain."
In

addition to

seeing

the

brum,

students

were

for fuel

cere

challenged

refuel i ngthetan k

with abstract chem-

istry concepts. They

appreciated

sup

port from professors.
"The

faculty

is very accessible to

us

and that allows for

a

lot of

time," junior

one-on-one

Valerie LeComte said.
As for

sion

trips

nursing majors,
in which

they

doors of

opportunities opened.

learned the whole

"The fact that we're able to

Students attended medical mis

body concept-mind, body

provide spiritual

care, you have to be

what," senior Elisa Klaver said. "I definitely want
Other students put their outlook into action

to do it with a whole

as

they became

the

and

spirit.

prayed
body

hope

up

no

matter

mind set."
for Katrina vic

tims.

"Just

being there,

the

refugees opened up," junior Jeffrey
came to

help."

Orleans said.

"They

saw

STORY/ ANGELA STEINMITZ

has confirmed in my heart
there is a creator."

"Biology

Ryan Morgan, sophomore
PHOTO/JIYOUNG CHOE

© Oral Roberts University

academics

I

IIEvery day,
racquetball

attracting

students trekked

students for health,

physical

The vision of the HPER

such

as

the campus,

over

the

bridge and up the

practice for upcoming games. The Aerobics Center

or

advantages

across

of

a

was

was

physically healthy lifestyle.

to enable students to

Each

day students

understand, develop and acquire the

made that vision

a

classes

reality through

tennis, weight training, scuba and equestrian.

//fit for the ride

part of the curricu

lum, the mandatory field test
was a

task many students

anxiously
ever,

gettingintogear

they

playing
The

change," sophomore Andy

field. We're not all

Hospital,

also able to intern at

the YMCA and

"I have learned

helped

Olympic

delighted
three-mile

gives everyone

a

was

run or

a

walk.

really excited when

better chance and

evens

racers."

department also provided majors in health exercise science, health and physical education and

recreation administration. HPER

They were

runners or

Ziehm said. "It

were

test had been reduced to

"I
I found out about the

How

awaited.

to discover the

two-mile

"It

fitness,

major classes.

As

out the

weights, play

the central location for

education and recreation activities and

Department

hill to lift

me

a

majors

took essential

variety

of

a

Cooper's
lot

core

their bodies and

for their future

careers.

Rehabilitation Clinic.

working

Department

preparation

recreational facilities around the country including St. John's

with

amazing people through

to realize what I want to do and where my

The HPER

classes in

was a

vital

producing competent and

passions

my

internship,"

senior Wessel

said.

lie."

part of the vision of the University, by educating

healthy

Kemp

students to train

individuals.

STORY/OANIELLE PARKER

"A health program like this is beneficial
because your body is a temple, and

you should take

care

Department helps
Chelsie

------II

of it. The HPE

with that."

Shockley, sophomore

© Oral Roberts University

handling

the pressure

Practice makes

perfect for senior health science
education majors Julia West and Bonnie Sny
der,

as

they practice

the skills

they gleaned

in

Health Fitness Evaluation.

pulling

their

Utilizing

access

weight
to

the AC's workout

equipment,

Health Fitness II students learn firsthand the ben
efits of weightlifting.

© Oral Roberts University

academics

© Oral Roberts University

»While surrounded

brings

Athletics

was an

"I

the

enjoy

Sports

or

cornpetitiseness and

my

also

looked toward the

important facet of the Uni\(e�$i�.v,

stay focused in every

out in me to

tice, homework

br ®PRosition, players

the

to make

it

arena, whether prac-

spiritual life," senior Julia West

encouraged

adversity

passing the
competition

�nd

discipline

ahead and overtook

goal

athletes to

play for

said.

a

power

accelerating
thegame

greater than themselves.
"I love the

game," sophomore

loyalty

erncourages

Whether it

�he Golden

over

and

"Being

an

athlete

on a

team

pushes

me

to work hard and

perseverance."

was a

Eagles

Joe Cales said.

were

friendly game

passing

between

the

wings

or a

competition.

championship

on

the line, the intramural athletes and

STORYITIFFANYWOMACK

the net

Soaring high
freshman
Full Armor
toward

Levi

into

the

Kooistra

air,
of

plays offensively

Covenant's

defense.

PHOTO/DANIEL FOLKERS

© Oral Roberts University

sports

serious stuff

Planning
the
to

a

tactic of

victory

take the game
whole new level. PHOTO/

women

a

CHRISTINA HAMPSON

jumping

to conclusions

Countering the attack led
by senior Josh Ketter, junior
Drew
the

McDaniels

challenge.

rises

above

PHOTO/KRISTIN

THREADGILL

"I love ORU intramurals.
It

gives you

that

one

a

chance for

hour to clear

your mind of your
schedule and just

busy
play

ball."

Tony Demet,
freshman
PHOTO/REBEKAH ABREU

\\crossing

lanes

fightingforthe
rightofway
\\Kicking off the
feeling
ships

of

with football, intramurals

brought a

unity to each floor. As the teams competed, friend

were

Tearing
an

season

made, along with bruises, scratches and smiles.
up the field with U-Cov, senior

intramural veteran and

always

Kyle MacAlmon

is

looked forward to each new

season.

"I love
© Oral Roberts University

playing intramurals," MacAlmon

said. "It is such

a

great way

to

get

away from the stress and chaos of the normal

day-to-day routine and compete
get those aerobic points,

cause

I

in

healthy competition. You gotta

sure

don't

run

Flag Football
Volleyball
Basketball

Bowling
Ping-Pong
Racquetball

Soccer

3-3 Basketball

3-3

Ultimate Frisbee

Tennis

three miles every

day."
Aerobic

points

were

not the

only

benefits of intramurals. With

devotion and energy, brother and sister wings supported each

3-3 Soccer

Volleyball

other.

"Intramurals
and

an

opportunity

play competitively," freshman Megan

As

each

strong ties
field.

give people

wing branched

on

floors and

out in

to be a

part of

a

team

Johnson said.

sports, these activities built

developed character

on

and off the

STORY/REBEKAH ABREU

© Oral Roberts University

sports

\\The line-up

r

With

together.

a

had

a

large

number of international

special South American spice,

sentatives while Croatia had four

Valparaiso

3-2 W

UMKC

3-1 W

Three American
"It's cool

players brought spirit
to

Centenary

3-0 W

Texas Tech

3-1 L

Brazilians, and with

IUPUI

3-2 W

overcoming

ways

we

play,"

A more

about the

© Oral Roberts University

forming

learn

about

to the

diversity.

volleyball

it and

language barrier,
playing

as a

experienced player,

newcomers

and

saw

Brazil had five repre

the backbone of the team.

freshman Nicole Weis said. "I
a

players uniting

and

in with four other

came

it has been

the different

difficult, but we're

team."

senior Mirela

Basic,

was

enthusiastic

each woman's potential to make the

\\a

force

driving
•

soannqover

theopponents
full force
up to the
Kim Snow and

Stepping
junior

challenge,
freshman

Thais Parada let opponents know
who has their ground covered.
PHOTO/DANIEL FOLKERS

sisters
With

a

women

on

"We

spirit

support

each other
barrier.

the court

true

of

and

the

unity,

encourage

despite the language

PHOTO/KRISTIN THREADGILL

can

communicate

with hand

nonverbally

gestures. We're close

on

and off the court. So we're like
true team

...

a

family

of sisters."

Brittany Arnold, junior
PHOTO/DANIEL FOLKERS

team the best

"It's
and

we

same

on

exciting

the court for the Mid-Con Tournament.
to

get

to know the

girls,"

Basic said.

"They teach

teach them. We understand each other because

goals to

The

women

get the

fought

hard and
was

tures and loud cheers. With

proved

teamwork

through language

or

came

with

good

non-verbal ges

great expectations, the girls left the

with losses that made them stronger and victories that
them forward.

have the

conference title."

win and

communication, whether it

we

us,

court

propelled

STORY/REBEKAH ABREU

© Oral Roberts University

sports

a

\\Men's

and women's

grams with national

soccer were

recognition

and

well-developed

goals

to defend their

Mid-Con conference title and break

\\passing

lane
was

•

pro

past the first

round of the NCAA Tournament.

History was

made when the men's soccer team

ranked 23rd in the NSCAA/Adidas

poll.

After

upsetting

14th ranked, cross-town rival Tulsa, it gave the team national

movrnqonup

attention.
"It felt

great

to beat

them, especially

at their home and

being the underdog," senior Jason Nussbaum said. "Because
of this, we're
which is

© Oral Roberts University

finally

able to be

recognized nationally, too,

great. It feels like the hard work finally paid off."

High hopes

kicked the

added pressure to hold

on

season

off for the

women.

to the conference title and

goals to

through

the first round of the NCAA Tournament. No

they

unknown team.

an

know who

"People
"We can't

just

surprise. We
out of

They

we are

sneak up

are

had become

was

break

longer

were

team to be beaten.

"Soccer is pure passion, fun and excitement.
I believe that if God gave me the talent and
ability, I must take advantage of every oppor
tunity and use it for His name."
Carlos Veron,

now," sophomore Mandy Evans said.

on our

targeted,

a

There

opponents

and catch them

and teams want to beat

us

and knock

sophomore

PHOTO/DANIEL FOLKERS

by
us

competition."

With the

ability to overcome

in the face of

adversity,

able to soar to

new

in

tough games and push forward

the men's and women's

heights.

soccer

teams

were

STORY/ELISHA TUREK! SARAH DAVID-

SON

breaking through

barriers

Never

shying away from opponents, junior
Gentry Detter weaves her way down the
field. PHOTO/JEREMY

goal

RYDIN

bound

Teamwork and close ties
unified

Kellogg

on

keep

the

women

the field when senior Jessica

leads the way to

a

victory.

PHOTO!

JEREMY RYDIN

Valparaiso
Tulsa

Oakland

© Oral Roberts University

(M)
(W)
(M)
(W)
(M)
(W)

5-3W
2-1 L
3-1 W
3-0 L
2-1 L
2-1 W

sports

Prince Mumba

1 st

800

Shaun Smith

m

3rd
800

Andretti Bain

m

5th
400

road

m

tops
your mark
a loaded pistol, junior
Ernest Stranz is a speeding

on

Like

shot

on

the word of "Go!"

pace-maker
With

nothing holding him
back, junior James Wan
jiku unleashes his greatest
talent at each match.

"It is
is

good to
always on

know that God

your side. We
pray before every meet and

every

practice."
Tanisha

Guthrie,

senior

\\no

speed

limits
runawayrun

© Oral Roberts University

leap

of faith

Setting her eyes
goal and not

on

the
the

on

obstacle,

fresh

Autumn

Hub

man

bard

to

jumps
greater
heights. The unity
within the team is what

held

them

and

together

stronger

as

throughout
tions

love

It

gives

to

compete.
such

me

adrenaline
the

feeling

unit

a

competi
practices.

and

"I

is

them

made

rush

an

and

of

winning
indescribable. I just

thank God that I'm

part of
many

a

a

team with so

talented

ath

letes," Hubbard said.
PHOTOS/DANIEL

FOLK

ERS

\\They

came,

they

and at the shot of
of

a

saw,

gun,

by many. This did

they

ran.

they tore

not

They

off to win

set their

victories unheard

stop them from being

Not

goals high,

one

of the top

placed
and the

cross

country

plishments

team made school

"Cross

Country

Country was

90

as

was

telling yourself you

they trained

all about

could do it,"

when the

men

having

junior

harder and
the

right

longer.

mindset and

Shaun Smith said. "Cross

They pushed

me

alone.

the entire

My friends

way."

were

right

there stars

that is

on

the

cross

country team, but the track

well. The track and field team

nation and worked

diligently

nothing

but

to
a

was

get there.

dedicated and competitive team, and

what I needed to further my athletic

exactly

ranked 12th in the

ability," sophomore

Andretti Bain said.
With

accom

percent mental and 10 percent physical

But, luckily, I wasn't running
me.

history

clinched their first Mid-Con title. These

took effort

as

"This team is

third in the Mid-Continent Conference for the first time
women

were

and field team

ranked track and field teams.

The

only

an

unyielding

field teams

were

endurance

or

all

goals

improve,

the

prepared for any obstacle.

having

set.

desire to

the

right attitude,

cross

Whether it

these athletes

was

were

STORYITAYLOR HANKINS/ERIN PEMBERTON

to me.

beside

© Oral Roberts University

country and track and

sports

commitment,
able to meet

\\The

sound of rackets

hitting

blackened surface of the court
the

spring

season.

resounded

proved

on

balls
as

rhythmically echoed

the tennis team

The familiar shouts of

on

the

namics. It

and "deuce"

expertise.

players' faces

"Every

the men's and women's tennis team took their sport seri

ously.

she

hoped

"I wanted to

Langston

to

player Corrine Langston

had

some

personal

accomplish.

improve my game,

said. "I feel like I have the

In another arena, the

golf

but I also wanted to win,"

potential

teams consisted of

to

improve."

from the United States but also from Mexico and

better

time

we

play

team the whole

as a

understanding

problems

and go

on

of not

assist

trips,

just golf, but group dy

one

we are

another while

sharing

pretty much together

time," sophomore Jessica Gibson said. "All of
that

one

as a

group. It's almost like

and

being

might

having

a

have in

college,

we can

work out

support group backing

you up

there for you in your time of need."

Perfecting their game was always on tennis and golf players' minds.
They

not

only

win

England.

This

was

players

a

provided opportunities to

the normal

Freshman tennis

goals

gave the team

for

prepared

"forty-love"

the court. Determination

off the

did not take their

or

to receive

their

recognition

passion.

\\starting engines

© Oral Roberts University

sports lightly. The

teams did not

for their talent;

play just

to

they played because it

STORY/RACHEL FRUH/ANDREAS CHRISTENSSON

servestrong

"I like

playing golf because
most challenging sports. We
ing team here at ORU."

it's

one

have

of the

an amaz

Mauricio Tamez,

sophomore

PHOTO COURTESY/MAURICIO TAMEZ

no

deuces

birdie

love

putt

match

rally

chip shot
eagle

set

pop up

ace

duck hook

holding

With

back

hard-driving

Adriana Garcia

opponents

serves,

announces

senior
to

her

she will not back down.

PHOTO/DANIEL FOLKERS

taking
With

it out

one

Sharon

swift

motion, sophomore

McAlpine

accuracy for

a

adds

flawless

unforgettable game.

strength
swing and

to
an

PHOTO/CHRISTY

CARTER

© Oral Roberts University

sports

\\Running

down the court with the opponent in the

corner

her eye, senior Leah Cannon commanded the ball and the

strategies

as

her teammates set up for

The women's basketball team

was

forward past barriers to show they

an

attack

on

passionate
were

worthy

of

play

their hardest and maximize their abilities.

"I learned

a

keeps

compete,"
give

me

going

exciting

to

get

Katie

pressed

of the Mid-Con

play

and to

out on the court

Langford

said.

"I've

seen

a

true

my teammates and

...

not

just

leader," junior

myself change

for the better."

challenging

cumstances and

fought to

moments, the

leave

a

lasting

walked off the court with confidence,

women rose

above cir

mark with each game.

They

knowing they had brought their

best to the table and would never settle for less. STORY/REBEKAH

it all that I have."

With continuous support, the

in the basketball program

and

every game is my love to

Cannon said. "It is

being

about basketball but about life and how to be

With many

"What

lot from

the defense.

title.

and

play

women

motivated

one

another
toRoberts University
ABREU
© Oral

\\blockade
roadblock
no

breaks

Never

letting the ball out of her sight,
junior
Langford strategizes from the
Katie

sidelines.

PHOTO/DANIEL FOLKERS

higher calling
Leaving
man

her

opponents in the dust, fresh

Rachel Watman

level of

competition

brings

a

whole

new

to the team. PHOTO/

DANIEL FOLKERS

Southern Utah

92- 71 W

Tulsa

88- 73 L

WSU

81- 49 W

Chicago State
Valparaiso

65- 59 W

Jackson State

96-70 W

81- 54 L

t

"Playing

basketball at ORU is such

great experience. I have really
good coaches, and I love my team
a

mates. We

and

get

on

are

such

really

Sarah

a

close team

well."

Davidson, junior

PHOTO/REBEKAH ABREU

© Oral Roberts University
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\\oncoming
traffic

sink it

Taking the opportu
nity to make a quick
jump shot, sopho
more

Moses Ehambe

fools

the

tion for

danger

a

competi
quick two

points.

intensity

zone

No noise, no distrac
tion, because senior

Larry Owens

focuses

the basket when

on

the

challenge pres

ents itself.

IUPUI

86-76 W

Tulsa

68-52 W

Utah State

72-67 L

Chicago State
Valparaiso

74-65 W

Western Illinois

83-66 W

"The memories

80-60 L

we

team will never be
Eric

Fowlkes,

share

as a

forgotten."
senior

Yemi

Ogunoye,

senior

Caleb Green,

junior
© Oral Roberts University

\\Cheers resounded, echoing throughout the

the men's basketball team drove the ball past barriers to reach
its final destination
men

-

the

"I

Mabee Center as

basket. Throughout

the season, the

motivated each other and delivered their best for all those

ing

to

going

for my teammates because I know

"I do it for my coaches and

they have invested

a

lot in

me."
A

most

Moses Ehambe said.

in Alaska
in life.

men

challenged

over

practice,

fun

Christmas break, the

Reaching

on

positions

unstoppable force.

so

that

the road and

dogsledding

shared rich

experiences

men

for excellence, each

mates to hold their
an

strong unit in each position, the

learn, work extremely hard day in and day out, but

With all the work in

out there for all the students and for the school

get wins," junior Ken Tutt said.

want-

as a

importantly as a group that wants to go for that gold," sophomore

who stood behind them each game.

"You're

to

the group this year

great group of individuals

see

player

looked to his team

together they would

STORY/REBEKAH ABREU

each

opponent and fought for the title of Mid-Con champions every

step of

the way.
© Oral Roberts University

sports

become

\\The story
ball team

as

unfolds

they

as a

simple

realized how

one

for the Golden

rare were

Eagle

base

the types of bonds and

relationships found within the sacred walls of their locker room. The
members of the team insisted

trophies

they possessed

that lined the clubhouse walls;

among top Division I athletes, the Golden
It

privilege to

be

a

committed

to

working

was a

was so

a

formula

so

the

specialized

part of the team, and because everyone
toward success,

"I have been here for four years, and not
so

magic than

Eagles expected victory.

accept imperfections. Junior Taylor Mcintyre

been

more

they refused

was no

one

to

exception.

time has the team

focused," Mcintyre said. "Nobody wants to

be the guy who

lets the team down,
No

so

everyone

pushes

each other to work harder.

regrets; that's my motto."

Clearly evident from

the antics in the locker room, the

great promise. For the Golden Eagles, home

was

season

where the heart

held

was.

"Just like the rest of the guys, I didn't know anyone here, but the
guys all

gelled together

and became the closest-knit

imagined," freshman Chad Rothford
but I will

always

feel like I have 29

Members of the team
commitment were
men

were

really amazing

brothers by

all in

agreement;

ever

to say,

my side."

team

chemistry

and

responsiblefortheirsuCCeSs. More importantly, 30

will forever be bound with

© Oral Roberts University

said. "It's

family

brotherly

love. STORY/RYAN IANNELLI

guys committed to stay in on the
weekends and just hang out together; that's
how it should be anyway, because you can't be
"All of

a

our

team without

chemistry."
Tim

\\heading

Torres, senior

home

lockerroomfamily

\\

------'

UC Davis

9-2 W

Texas Tech

7-4 L

Kansas State

5-1 W

Missouri Southern

16-0 W

U.

8-7W

Texas-Arlington
Dallas Baptist

13-6 L

t p

r
aiming

for

success

Cranking up the strength, junior Nick Jones
holds nothing back with each pitch.
homebound

Itching
Carter

to

round

McQuigg

is

the

bases,

positioned

sophomore
a sprint to

for

victory.

© Oral Roberts University
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»The halls
were

only

were

crowded; those who stopped

to chat were

dodged by

students

on a

mission. There

ten minutes allowed to reach that next class.

Pedestrian

Later, leaving chapel, students strolled down sidewalks as they

X-ing
rightofway
which

are

begun

here at ORU."

At the end of the

ships

were

forged

day, friends were reunited
as

students shared

"It's real easy to make friends
The next

day

the

cycle

on

started

one

as

they reorganized and scheduled their evening. Relation-

another's interests and

campus because

again

as

everyone's

acquaintances
and

were

hallways

where

enjoyed

so

fellowshipping.

open," junior Matt Burleson said.

sought

were

time spent

and friends found. The sidewalk

pedestrian crossings, junctions

happenchance friendships

were

waiting

STORYI JP JONES

studying

the break

The on-campus food stops offer
a great opportunity for students
like

sophomores

Robert Shaida

and Jennie Novellino to sit and

enjoy the study-conducive atmo
sphere. PHOTO/OEVYN STARCK
© Oral Roberts University

people

to occur.

full house
Friends and family gather in the
Mabee Center to

rejoice

with

newly graduated seniors as
years of sacrifice and support
payoff. PHOTO/CHRIS PUTMAN

Ilexit

now

/IAs

dressed in black

goingintoalltheworld

Center. The
as

...

run

the

and when

track of

our

race

we

began

ended

walking

to

play, students

gowns filed into the Mabee

arena was

graduates

"I'm

"We will

the music

a

packed

with onlookers

life-changing journey.

away from ORU, but the vision

with endurance

run, we will

keep

of the

University,

in my

heart," senior Katy Slay said.

the

professors

and great friends remain

aerobics

Emmanuel

points."
Earls, senior

PHOTO/KRISTIN THREADGILL

Pastor John

Hagee addressed the students and shared

secrets to success to prepare them for the workforce.

"Graduation is
I can't wait to

Agada
After

one

see

shifting

ready

© Oral Roberts University

exciting moments,

and

what God will do next," senior ChlUks

said.
tassels to the left, students walked out ©�

the Mabee Center

God

of the most

to

as

professional

go into all the world.

men

and women of

STORY/JP JONES

© Oral Roberts University

freshmanllsophomorelljuniorllseniorllgraduatellfacultyllstaff
Abodakpi, Wonder,Gr.
Abreu, Rebekah, Jr.
Adams, Karen, Stf.
Adams, Saundra, Fr.
Agada, Chuks,Sr.
Alaniz, Kayla, Fr.
Alemu, Estifanos, Gr.
Alexander, Rachel, Fr.
Allen, Ashley, Fr.

Allen, Joann, Fac.
Allicock, Alisha, So.
Almeida, Jimena, Jr.
Alston, Kayla, Fr.
Anderson, Amy, Fr.
Anderson, Joel, Sr.
Angwech, Catherine, Jr.
Anspaugh, James, So.
Anthony, Anna, So.

Armstrong, Amanda, So.
Armstrong, Daniel, Sr.
Armstrong, Katherine, Jr.
Arney, Miriam, Jr.
Arrington, Adam, So.
Asfaha, Tedros, Jr.
Ash, Linda, Fr.
Ash, Sarah, So.
Assam, AIIana, Fr.

Atkinson, Jonathan, Jr.
Bain, Andretti, So.
Baker, Jessica, Fr.
Ball, Sandra, So.
Barber, Christa, Fr.
Barnhurst, Steven, Fr.
Barnor, Naa-fofoi, Fr.
Barrett, Jonathan, So.
Barron, Shane, Sr.

Basave, Dafne, So.
Bates, Joshua, Fr.
Bausili, Elizabeth, Fr.
Bautista, Jeanna, Fr.
Bavido, Bonnie, Fr.
Baye, Annette, So.
Beacham, Nichole, So.
Beam, Brian, Jr.
Beck, Stephanie, So.

You're

AWESOME!

May you continue to grow
knowledge of God!

We

in greater

are so

proIA

believe �OIA will
cOVltiVllAe to accoVVl

We

plisn

great

tniVlg5

tnrDlAgnolAt �01AV'

Loving you always,

life,

Psalms 5:12

Dad, Mom, Dilana,
Lianda and Tristan
Prov.3:5-6

© Oral Roberts University

SampsoVL we t�aVl� Goa for �0l;1 aVla are so ver� proud t�at �0l;1 �ave completea
t�is part of �ol;1r lifels JOl;1rVle� at ORlIL w�ic� begaVl wit� �ol;1r graVlamot�e� Mar�
Dorse� MartiVl, soWiVlg seeds over 40 �ears ago iVltO t�is miVlistr�,

COVlgratl;1latioVls

aVla love

alwa�s

from �Ol;1r

famil�

GraVldmot�er Elsie-Dad aVld Mom,
Jamesl Bobbie-Sister aVld Brot�ers, Alet�a, James, FraVlcisco-aVld Nep�ew B J, SaVlders,
-

Beede, Mitchell, Jr.

Belanger, Joshua, So.
Bell, Brittany, Jr.
Bellamy, William, Sr.
Belongia, Stephanie, So
Bennett, Allison, So.
Bennett, Leah, So.
Berumen, Richard, Fac.
Besser, Hanna, Jr.

Bethell, Keva, So.
Betzer, Julie, So.
Bevill, David, Fr.
Bevill, Tammy, So.
Bimba, Namie, Fr.
Biver, Roger, So.
Black, Angela, Jr.
Blan, Carol, Fac.
Blind, Claire, Jr.

Block, Benjamin, Fr.
Blotevogel, David, So.
Boerner, Connie, Gr.
Bohrer, Katie, So.
Bond, Janna, Fr.
Bonner, George, Fr.
Bork, Janine, So.
Borsellino, Leanna, Jr.
Bortello, Amy, Sr.

Bouma, Namen, G.
Boyes, Jennifer, Sr.
Boyles, Leah, So.
Bradberry, Ellizabeth, Sr.
Braka, Adrian, Gr.
Brake, Melissa, Sr.
Brann, Tyler, Fr.

© Oral Roberts University

people

Rebecca AViVI Hoover

David Edward
Lawrence II

We are so proud of you and all
that you have accomplished at
ORU. This graduation is a dream
come true

in your

for you, and

we

infancy, a bundle of joy.
kindergarten, an expressing joy.
Russia and beyond, sharing joy.

From
To
To

share

joy.

Your

"Devoted to God"

in

Jesus

meaning of love
everywhere you QO.
the

Your devotion to God is evident

[Rebecca ]

life

in everything you do. God has
given you such a sweet spirit and
a great compassion for people.

spreads
and joy

Phil. 4:13

May

the

joy

of Jesus

continue to flow!

We know that you will be an awe
some teacher and a blessing to

all the children in your future.
May God continue to bless you in
this

new

stage of life.

We Love You!!
Mom & Dad

and
Meemaw &

["Delight
give

Poppa

yourself

in the Lord, and He

Wil ]

Psalms 37:4

you the desires of your heart."

Brannberg, Jonathan,Fr.
Briscoe, Jacob, Fr.
Brock, Ryan, Sr.
Brooks, Myla, Gr.
Broughton, Ricky, So.
Broussard, Bethany, Fr.
Brown, Deborah, Sr.
Brown, James, Sr.
Brown, Matthew, So.

Brown, Michael, Jr.
Brown, Nolan, Sr.
Brown, Octavia, Fr.
Brown, Paula, So.
Brown, Robert, Jr.
Brown, Ryan, Sr.
Brundage, Andrea, Fr.
Brye, Jason, So.
Bucata, Jason, Gr.

Bullington, Tobey, Sr
Bundy, Kaley, Sr.
Burleson, Andrea, Jr.
Burleson, Matt, Jr.
Burman, Aleisha, Fr.
Burns, Maura, Fr.
Busch, Ryan, Jr.
Buse, Natalie, So.
Bustinza, Willy, Sr.

You

are

the child

promise from God.

ATTHEW

has His hand

Christian

into

�TERNS

a

we

prayed for,

We know that He

you and will lead you
God-designed future just for
on

you.
We love you forever and always,
Mom, Dad and Tyler
© Oral Roberts University

a

Butler, Kendal, Sr.
Kerrick, Fr.
Butterworth, Christina,
Buwembo, Martha, Fr.
Byington, Ruth, Jr.
Cales, Joseph, So.
Cales, Joy, Jr.
Calva, Deanna, Fr.
Campbell, Chris, Sr.
Butler II,

Campbell, Colin, Fr.
Campbell, Elyse, Fr.
Carbaugh, Rachel, So.
Cardenas, Marc, So.
Carlson, Erica, So.
Carmean, Andrew, Sr.
Carson, Yvonne, Gr.
Cashman, Joy, So.
Castillo, Valerie, Sr.

DEAR MOM

AND

WE

ERIN,

ARE VERY

PRDl!1D

WE LOVE

OF Y0U11

GOD ALWAYS

BLESSES OU1R FAMILY,

YOU1, AND WE GOT YOU1 THROU1GH SIX LONG YEARS OF COLLEGE,

LDVE,
Jai aVld Bob
Cerullo, Michael, Sr.
Chambers, Joseph, Jr.
Chandler, Subrina, Sr.
Chang, Don, Sr.
Chase, Kelly, Fr.
Chen, EnAi, Sr.
Chen, Jamie, Sr.
Chen, Jennifer, Sr.
Chen, Jessica, Jr.

Chen, Kristopher, So.
Chesser, Amanda, So.
Chinworth, Sarah, So.
Choe, JiYoung, Jr.
Choi, Ashley, Fr.
Choisnet, Kyle, So.
Christianson, Beth, Gr.

Chung, Kimberly, Sr.
Ciofalo, Aledia, Jr.

Claiborne, Cynthia, Stf.
Clare, Joy Marie, Jr.
Clark, Chris, So.
Clark, Jessica, Sr.
Clarke, Celeste, Fr.
Coburn, Natalie, So.
Coleman, James, Fr.
Coleman, LaKendra, Jr.
Coleman, Larry, Jr.

Your

and

name means

we

"-exc...-e\\eA�

received this

gift

with great

�,II
joy

when God gave you to

God has endowed you with gifts and
talents to honor Him, may your life be a "light

Now,
unto

us.

as

many."

!,cve
� � J.
tvtO(A.\
© Oral Roberts
University
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:

Colyar, Elijah, So.
Colyar, Samuel, Jr.
Comerford, Wade, Fr.
Conner, Cody, So.

Connor, David, Fac.
Cook, Candace, Fr.
Cook, Kristen, Sr.
Cook, Margaret, Jr.

Cooke, Alyssa, So.
Cooper, Dillon, Fr.
Cooper, Lottie, Sr.
Cope, Judy, Stf.

We wanted you to Rnow that we
Your nard
are very proud of YOtA,

accompl15ned one of
your qoai: and no one can
worR na:

taRe It away, God ble55 your
patr, and may He alway5
qive you HI5 favor:

We
Crawford, Esther, Sr.
Cross, Cornell, So.
Crouch, Jason, Sr.
Culp, Kaylan, So.

Curtis, Beth, Jr.
Dabney, Jessica, Sr.
Dagenette, David, So.
Dalby, Jenny, Jr.

,

ar-e

JOUr

We love YOtA,
Mom and Dad

Dalrymple, Lyndell, So.
Damon, Jacqueline, Sr.
Daniel, Shirley, Jr.
Daniels, Adrian, Gr.

achel

Beth Green

Daniels, Cherise, Fr.
Daniels, Chloe, Jr.
Daniels, Michelle, Sr.
Dargis, Jennifer, Fr.

Congratulations
dear Rachel

to our

on

your

God

sur
graduation.
prised us with the joy

of your birth, and
thank Him for you.

Daugherty, John, Jr.
Daugherty, Paul, So.
David, Avian, Gr.
Davis, Elizabeth, Fr.

Davis, John, Sr.
Davis, June, So.
Davis, Lindsay, Fr.
Davis, Nancy, Sr.

Your

example of dili
determination,
gence,
and endurance

encour

ages all who know you.
May God lead and direct
you to His

Love,
© Oral Roberts University

highest.
Mom and Dad

we

James Aaron Brown

Adam Jedediah Vance

�Ol;1V'

'}

I-\�ss�

You

s�ows love,

YOlJlV' sVVlile

�'s, Pr-l.k

lal;1g� briVlg5jo�,
life gives peace,

�ol;1r
becal;1se �Ol;1 live iVl
JeSl;1S C�rist

always prayerfully
kept by your loving parents.
are

.

We love �OIAI
We are

prolAd of �OIAI

Davis, Samantha, So.
Dawley, Amanda, Fr.
Dearmond,
Elizabeth, So.
Debessay, Meron, Sr.
Decker, Amy, So.
Delange, Danelle, Fr.
Del.ozier, Aaron, Stf.
Deuschle, Thomas, Fr.
Dinkel, Chris, So.

Dionne, Julie, Jr.
Dispenza, Adam, Fr.
Doerr, Scott, Sr.
Donaldson, Megan, Jr.
Dooley, Matthew, Gr.
Duckworth, Portia, Fr.
Dunagan, Patrick, Jr.
Dunbar, Faith, So.

\�

be\�veJ
alAj \,(�,

1j€lAd��'
s.�\A

�U(

vJe p� j�U( CU�(-e. w.L\\ ��jS be
CU\\, QJQi alAj 1jL.E��.
"And be not conformed to this world: but be
transformed

the

of your mind,
that ye may prove what is that good, and
acceptable, and perfect, will of God."

by

renewing

Romans 12:2

�� j�U -expe.f�c-e. �

1jE� I
�ve.

�-e. �� � �-ef.

ciJvJa_j'S.,

tv\6lA-\ �-aJ aY\j G'2ti,(.{x:\

people
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I1W�etA.\is the principal thing; therefore get\AlU:J�
and in all your

getting get

U\A����.

her, and she will promote you; she will bring you \..6\1\6(, when
you embrace her.

You make

us

11

proverbs

4 :7 -8

freud.

�ve,
�etA.\, A'be, �a\AOO t
Duncan, Cara, So.
Dunham, Sarah, Jr.
Dunn, Julie, Fr.
Dunn, Sandra, Jr.

Dyer, Crystal, Sr.
Earle, TIffany, Sr.
Earls, Emmanuel, Sr.
Earls, Faith, Fr.
Edgar, Richard, So.

Edmund, Jinelle, Sr.
Edwards, Lauren, Sr.
Ehrenholz, Sarah, Jr.
Eisiminger, Grant, Fr.
Eland, Greg, So.
Eldridge, Ashley, Fr.
Elk, Jilda, Stf.
Ellis, Lacie, Fr.
Ellison, Terry, Sr.

Ellsworth, Heather, Sr.
Elsey, Kristin, Jr.
Emami, Justin, Fr.
Emanuel, Dave, Sr.
Engler, TIffany, So.
Englund, Melissa, Gr.
Erickson, Heidi, So.
Erickson, Luke, Jr.
Esparza, Matt, Fr.

Evans, Kimberly, Sr.
Fadare, Elizabeth, Sr.
Fagan, Tara, Jr.
Fagin, Elissa, Fr.
Faltisko, Amy, Fr.
Farkas, Laura, Sr.
Farnan, Jessica, Fr.
Farone, Dominick, So.

Feeley, Jamie, Jr.

Feltham, Sarah, Jr.
Fernandez, Vanessa, Sr.
Fields, Darlene, Fr.
Fischer, Angela, So.
Fisher, Candace, Fr.
Fisher, Gensis, Fr.
Fleming, Rachel, Fr.
Folkers, Daniel, Sr.
Fondaw, Lucy, So.
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�

Your very first breath,
your very first smile,
your very first step

Ford, Alicia, Jr.
Ford, Mary, Fr.
Fowler, Rachel, Sr.
Fowlkes, Eric, Sr.

...

day
living proof

every

you are
of God's

grace toward

us.

Love l10lA

Francis, Estina, Jr.
Frank, Rachel, Fr.
French, Maggie, Jr.
French, Nathan, So.

Mom. Dad, Katie
&

Dear

Frenke, Sarah, Fr.
Frost, Kristen, Jr.
Fry, Jennifer, Fr.
Fulford, Ludwina, Sr.

Cassl1 Bear,

from t�e

1;/

Halel1

'-

�

datj5

of
,

to'

\�j b�

\u:..�

If
'"

til t�is

amaziVlg momeVlt iVl time, 110lA
�ave beeVl a blessiVlg from God to lAS,

Gabayan, Ann, Jr.
Gabbin, Larry, Fr.
Gaikwad, Joel, Fac.
Gaikwad, Veronika, Fr.

We love 110lA,

f})�, �6lM.., \.LlM.., �\Aj,
J6e fx I\u�

DaVlielle Howart�
&

.

MO

IIIIl
, ,I

Dearest Danielie,
What

miracle of God you were, 3 112 months
premature and weighing 1 112 pounds at birth.
Doctors said you wouldn't make it,
a

but whose report did your Mom and

we

believe?

\Ak � Jke r-EpOrJ. or Jke LorJ..
You

the smallest to

survive at the time. Satan was
fighting for your life, but God has a special calling on your life.
Your verse has been,
were

ever

Your Mom, who has gone on before you and is in
the
HeaVeVl rooting you on

GraVldstaVld of

in your daily walk with Jesus, loves you
very, very
much and is looking forward to that day she can hold
you in her arms again.

YOlA are

a

blessing,

We love �OlA,
Grandma 8, Grandpa Dinneen

people
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I'___-��,
\Jear-e.s.e preuj � jeU. 'feu we0d verj
�arj. 'feu ar-e. a__jeU\A� we� s.-ecl<.dA�
� GcJ:s, ��. k€ef \cc�.dA� up a1AJ
jeU w.J\ � Car .dA \{f-e.. \Je \eve jeU.
�ve t

) essica Rae

�(a_jE?fS
�aJ, tv\_etA.\

t JaJA,\�

qotVlgaVVlwoVlg

Gallaher, Benjamin, Fr.
Gamble, Karolyn, Jr.
Garbuz, Alina, Fr.
Garbuz, Vladimir, Fr.
Garcia, Joanne, Jr.
Gardner, Renee, Jr.
Gare, Kurtis, Sr.
Garnett, Daniel, Fr.

Garoutte, Grace, Fr.
Garrepy, Seth, Jr.
Gazelka, Jessica, Jr.
Geiger, Caroline, Fr.
Gentry, Jonathan, So.
George, Grant, So.
George, Susan, Sr.
Gerlach, Todd, Jr.
German, Stanton, Fr.

Gilliam, Louis, Fr.
Girk, Sarah, Sr.
Giron, Victoria, Fr.
Gissler, Laura, So.
Glatfelter, Laura, So.
Glazova, Viktoriya, Sr.
Glesener, Josh, Fr.
Glover, Jason, Sr.
Gober, Ryan, Fr.

Goemaat, Jennifer, So.
Goetzman, Elizabeth, Sr.
Goff, Krista, Fr.
Gogan, Keith, Fac.
Gomez, Christa, Fr.
Gonzalez, Angela, Jr.
Grant, Trevauhn, Fr.
Green, Jeremy, Jr.
Green, Justina, Fr.

Abundant Grace

t love �OIA

CHURCH

mo,etnan

Las

It-selfr aVi

congratulates

David
We

Vegas,

NV.

Chapman

are so

proud

of you, and
we love you!
Mom and Dad
and you r ch u rch

family
© Oral Roberts University

Green, Rachel, Sr.
Greenwald, Cynthia, Fr.
Greig, Rebecca, Fr.
Griffin, Gabriel, So.

OS�V1a
Jeffre�

Grooman, Michelle, So.
Gruber, Sarah, Sr.
Gurley, Stefanie, So.
Guthmann, Jordan, Jr.

aZE?

Guthrie, Tanisha, Sr.
Guzman, Lance, So.
Gwosdz, Karah, Fr.
Haag, Rebekah, Sr.

Jos�,

COVlg ratlAlatioVls!

Haguewood, Lauren,
Hallay, Kara, Jr.

Job

Hamby, Jeremie,

well

Halsmer, Dominic, Fac.

dOVle,

Ma� �OlA cOVltiVllAe

Fr.

Sr.

to

fiVld Gods plArpose iVl all
t�at �OlA do,
We

love

Hamilton, Michael, Gr.
Hampson, Christina, So.
Hampson, Stephanie, So.
Hannah, Austin, Fr.

�OlA,

Dad, MOVVl, C�eris�, Papa, Paw
Paw Jere, NaVla &

Joe

Papa

Hansen, Lawton, Fr.
Hansen, Peter, Gr.
Hard, Lois, So.
Harmon, Joel, Sr.

\\Jesus A. Cantu
Your hard work and deter

mination is

Harper, Brandon, Fr.
Harris, Alisha, Sr.
Harris, Kaila, Fr.
Hart, Danielle, Fr.

finally paying

off. We love you and
so proud of you.

are

Harvill, Nathan, Sr.
Harwell, Anthony,' Fr.
Harwell, Susan, Sit.
Hase, Christy, Sr.

_.

tn
':::::s
tn

Q)
..,

t

tn
e

��

0

Hayward, John,
Hazel,
Head,

C>
.,�

.-

.....

CO

�

-

:::::s

�(.I:)

.....

�.-()
��

CO
-

C')
e

0

o

I
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Gr.

Crysta, Fr.
Brittany, So.

people

Bet�,
Head, Charity, Jr.
Hebert, Ellizabeth, Sr.

T�ere

Hejtmanek,Bethany,So.

&

Helland, Dean, Fac.

words to express f�e jD�
feel at t�e WOVVlaVl �olive

are VlO

pride

we

becoVVle, T�e

determiVlatioVl

perseveraVlce �otive S�OWVl

IVlspiriVlg,
�Ol;1

Helmen, Jacqulyn, Sr.
Herod, Chontali, So.
Herron, Anthony, Jr.
Herzog, Brett, Sr.

alwa�s!

GVld
are

ReVVleVVlber Cod is wi��

Love,

MaVldie, Mom aVld Dad

Hicks, Erica, Fr.

Higgins, Sean,

Sr.

Hildebrandt,
Gretchen, Sr.
Hill, Tyrone, Jr.

Hilton, Haylee, So.
Hines, Maurice, Sr.
Ho, Eileen, Sr.
Hobson, Rachel, So.

ble55iVl� from uod, OlAr
pride aVld JO�, �OlA ma�e lAS

OlAr

prolAd aVld �app�1 Ma� all
t�e prop�ecie5 over �OlA be
so

flAlfilled aVld �olAr life be filled
wit� t�e love of t�e Lordi

© Oral Roberts University

Do not let kindness and truth leave you; bind them around
your neck; write them on
the tablet of your heart, so you will find favor and
good repute in the sight of God
and man. Trust in the LORD with all your heart, and do not lean on
your own under
standing. In all your ways acknowledge Him, and He will make your paths straight.
Do not be wise in your own eyes. Fear the LORD and turn
away from evil. It will be

healing

to your

and refreshment to your bones. Honor the LORD from your
wealth. And from the first of all your produce. So
your barns will be filled with plenty
and your vats will overflow with new wine. My son, do not reject the
discipline of
the LORD
a

or

body

loathe His

father corrects the

son

reproof.

For whom the LORD loves He reproves,
delights. Proverbs 3:1-12

even as

in whom he

David, we love you so much and are so proud of you. We will always be there
support you. Congratulations on your graduation! Love, Mom & Dad

to

Hodges, Talhia, Fr.
Hoffman, Maggie, So.
Hoffman, Makesha, Sr.
Holland, Ann, Jr.
Holler, John, Sr.
Hon, Carissa, Fr.
Honess, Timothy, So.
Hoover, Rebecca, Sr.
Hostetler, Benjamin, Sr.

House, Sampson, Sr.
Howard, Angela, Sr.
Howell, Tiana, Sr.
Hrubik, Deborah, Fr.
Hrubik, Paul, Sr.
Hubbard, Amy, So.
Hubbard, Cora, So.
Hubbard, Laina,Sr.
Hubbeling, Drew, So.

Huffman, Fayola, Gr.
Hulton, Peter, Fr.
Hughes, Kelli, Sr.
Hull, Stephen, Sr.
Hunsaker, Tamra, Sr.
Hunt, Adam, Jr.
Hunt, Emily, Fr.
Hunt, Nathaniel, Jr.
Hunt, Rachel, So.

Huntley, Julie, Fac.
Hurley, Monique, Jr.
Hurley, Tobin, Jr.
Isaacs, Jerry, Stt.
Isunuoya, Yvonne, Fr.
Jackson, Joy, Sr.
Jacobi, Erin, Fr.
Jacobs, Talitha, Jr.
Jankowski, Leah, Fr.

Jeevamanoharan, Pradeepan, Jr.
Jefferis, Hillary, Jr.
Jeffery, Brienne, So.
Jeffries, Candace, Gr.
Jeznacki, Andrzej. So.
Jimenez, Pedro, Fr.
Jimenez, Valeria, So.
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people

Johns. Ashlea, Fr.
Johnson, Crystal, Jr.
Johnson, David, So.
Johnson, Diandra, So.

lITe rata
Kanu
Terata, you

are our

miracle child and a
Godly leader who
is loved. Ps. 22:10

Johnson, Karissa, Jr.
Johnson, Megan, Fr.
Johnson, Morgan, So.
Johnson, Paul, Jr.

Love,
Mama,

Daddy
and
Johnson, Robert, So.
Johnson, Sarah, Sr.
Johnson, Sylvia, Stf.
Jones, Aurora, So.

Family

Jones. Ciara, Fr.
Jones, Corniche, So.
Jones, Jason, So.
Jones, Jennifer, Sr.

/

s,vJ€e}. Iv\e(c.j, we thank God for your
infectious spirit. Your quick response
to help those around you is God given.
Keep it up girl. N� �� �-e c.�
�� .u. vJ-U\... j�U( �\e. We are proud
of you and love you.

Jones. Jerrica, Fr.
Jordan. Laura. Fr.

Joseph. Raynell. Fr.
Kager. Allison. So.

IISean Miller

Kanold, Jason, Jr.
Kanu, Terata. Sr.
Karabut, Oksana, So.
Kaykay, John, Jr.

We

are:

Proud
Excited
Thrilled

Nostalgic

Kazda, Lisa, So.

Moved

Kelley, Miranda, So.
Kelly, Mona. So.
Kemp, Wessel, Sr.

Thankful
Fortunate.

and Blessed
that you

are our

son!

Curtis & Debbie Miller
Kendrick, Shannon. So.
Kennedy, Joshua, So.
Kennedy, Ruth, Sr.
Kennedy, Susannah, Fr.

Kerns, David, Jr.
Kestie, Faith, Fr.
Ketter, Josh, Sr.
Kidd, Marquis, Sr.

We aV'e 50 pV'olAd of �01A,
cOVltiVllAe
to �eaV' aVld follow Gods
Ma� �OIA
WoV'd for �01AV' life,

COVlgratlAlatioVl5!

All

OlAV'

love,

<})�, tv\c\� �
'Bd.b�a_ (ckJuc..�?)

tv\cVv\,
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Kiefer, lan, Fr.
Kiel, Robert, Fac.
Kim, Eun Hye, Gr.

LAlARA LYNN FARKAS
Ti''IAst in tne Lord witn all your heart and lean not on your
own understandlnqi in all your ways actnowledqe Him

and He will direct your paths. Prov. 35-6

Kim, Jin, Gr.
Kim, Soyoung, So.
Kimbril, Grace, Fr.

King, Amanda, Jr.
King, Esther, So.
King, John, So.

King, Michelle, So.
King, Thalia, Fr.
Kirby, Chanay, Fr.

Dearest liLa:'
Love Alwa�s In C�rist
A

new

da�

is

drawing,

an

old

one

�as

passed,

t�e memories, t�at alwa�s s�all last
T�e pat� is before �OlA, t�e past is be�ind,
t�e past wit� its memories, �olAr flAtlAre to find,
blAt sweet

are

Kissinger, Darrin, Gr.
Klippenstein, Nancy, Fr.

Dad, MOVVL Rebecca,
5ara� aVId Matt�ew II

You

the songs of the Lark and the smooth
and beautiful pebbles from the sea.

are

You have blessed

lives from your first breath with your
lovely smile, pure heart and loving ways. We are honored and
thankful to have been chosen by God to be your family and to

"May

our

share your

journey down

the God of

hope

His

path

for you.

fill you with all joy and peace
that you may overflow with hope

so
you trust Him
the power of the
...

Shine

Holy Spirit."

bright

as

by

Romans 15:13

with God's love
and

soar

We

are so

Grandma

very

high

with your

proud of

you,

new

our

wings

ORU Graduate!

Dorothy, Momma, Milikia, Arron, Schnuki, Copper,
Gypsum and all who have gone before

Little
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Klump, Kathryn,
Knapp, Kari,
Knisely, Chelsea,

So.
So.
So.

Knowles, Jillian, Jr.

Kobilnyk, David,
Koch, Lindsey,
Koger, Heather,
Koser, Kaley,
Kough, Chase,

Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.

Sr.

Kozarich, Brenda, Sr.
Kozicova, Janka, Gr.
Kozlinski, Joyelle, Fr.
Krom, Rebecca, Sr.
Kwiatt, Heather, Jr.
LaFon, Patricia, Sr.
Lamb, Jonathan, So.
Lambe, Andrew, Gr.
Lambert, Dionne, Sr.

Lambert, Ryan, So.
Lane, Tiffany, So.

Langeliers, Maggie, Fr.
Larez, Teddy, Fr.
Larremore, Jayson, Fac.
Lasley, Philip, Jr.
LaSorte, Nickolas, Jr.
Laurence, Stephanie, Fr.
Law, Jesua, So.

Lawrence, David, Sr.
Lawrence, Rita, Fr.
Lee, Aaron, So.
Legge, Olivia, Fr.
Leona, Jacqueline, Jr.
Leonguerrero,
Redeucendo, So.
Liburd, Keivon, Sr.

Light1oot, Joy,

Sr.

Linstrom, Patrick, Sr.

Little, Breanna, So.
Littles, Kimberly, Sr.
Lollis, Cary, Fr.
Lott, Virginia, Fr.
Lovegrove, Pernilla, So.
Luckert, Maria, Fr.
Lukashonok, Natalya, Sr.
Lundgren, Catherine, Jr.
Lundgren, Deanna, Sr.

Jamie NoeL
God �as blessed �Ol!1 wit�
l!1V1iCfl!1e abilities w�ic�, wit�

ME

His

geV1tle gl!1idaV1ce, �OlA
�ave V1l!1rtl!1red, becomiV1g a
lovel� womaV1 of God,

HAIN

We love �Ol!1,

Mom, Dad aV1d JordaV1

© Oral Roberts University

Jessica R,

5tOlA0�

Dear Jess,
love

We

proud

you, and we are
of you. You are a won

derftrl
You

daughter and
have a bi'g heart
-

where it leads you.

sister.

Lundgren. Kristen, Fr.
Lusis, Valdis, Jr.
Lyons, Andrea, Jr.
Lyons, Vanessa, Fr.

foll©w

You go,

girl!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Bobby,

Macaden, Nobel, Sr.
MacAImon, Kyle, Sr.

Michael and Kellie

Macomson,Cynthia,Jr.
Madea, Kirsten, So.

KeviVl Micnael D[;1VlVl

Maduka, Okechukwu, �
Magee, Atarah, Sr.
Mains, Juli Anne, Sr.
Mairembam,
Manichouba, Gr.

pV'OlAd of �OlA,
YOlA are aVl ol;1tstaVldiVlg
�Ol;1Vlg maVl a maVl of iVltegrit�,
Hold OVl to t�at special smile
aVld Jo�fl;11 spirit
We

are so

-

Malcolm, Jane, Fac.
Mang, Thang, Sr.
Mangsen, Nathan, Jr.
Mankins, Sarah, Fr.

Well love �Ol;1 forever.
Well li�e �Ol;1 for alwa�s,
Mom aVld Dad

"WViat we

is Gods

are

gift to lAS; wViat we become

Always

remember the

given

great gift from God, and

a

simple truth expressed

est, to touch all whom you

C�ri5t and
You have

come

now

in this

it is up to you

-

is

our

gift to God,"

quote. You have been
to live life to the full

into contact with, to affectt�e world for

to mirror Christ in all you do.

persevered

terday you

were a

Thanks for the

lives. We love

joy,

and

little

graduated from college. It seems it was only
girl, and now you are a grown woman.
We are so prolAd of 1;101A!

the smiles and the

you!

DlAr pral;1er is for Gods

blessiVlgs
to be IApOVl 1;101A alwal;1s,
MOVVL Dad, LiVldsa0, SeaVl,
BOVles, TitaVl aVld Elmo
© Oral Roberts University

laughter

you have

brought

yes

into

our

Dr. Robert
Born in France, Robert

Chapman

Chapman began

his

employment

[1957 -2006]

at Oral Roberts Univer

sity on August 7, 2000, and believed the University "prepares individuals to be
spiritually, intellectually and culturally sensitive to their environment, while provid
ing individuals with 'kingdom building tools' for the work of God's kingdom." Chap
man

taught accounting

Lon

Lusby

[1950-2005]
it:on

his

received

Lusby

bachelor of science

degree

in health and exercise from

for the School of Business.

ORU.

As

instructor

self-defense

of

and

continued his educa

weight training, Lusby
tion earning a master's degree in education.
Lusby enjoyed his job and reached his goal
of teaching at the University that had taught

Mankins, Willow, So.
Margrabe, Carrie, Jr.
Marihugh, Kristen, Fr.

him. "As far

as

he

was

concerned, he

was

his dream," HPER instructor Scarlet

living

Johnson said.

Markland. Stephan, Jr.
Marth, Nathan, Fr.
Martin, Charles, Sr.
Martin, Christopher, Fr.

Anthony

N. Burns

[1986-2005]
As
,

�hony

t e
Martin, Joleen, Sr.
Masillamoni-Karlsson,

Vijay,

freshman communications

a

TV

at Church

Mattison, Eric, Sr.

May, Roberta, So.

The

heart.

Mayhew, Jennifer, Fr.
Mazzucca, Sara, So.
McCommons, Gale, So.
McCrae, Jessica, Fr.
McCready, Alyssa, Sr.
McCullough, Brian, Sr.

McDo�ough, Eric, Fr.
McFadden, Sarah, Fr.
So.

McLachlan, Theresa,Sr.
McNamara, Katherine,So.
McNeeley, Keri, So.
Meadows, Ryan, So.
Meekins, Alexis, Sr.
Meeks, Rana, Sr.
Merrill, Bethany, Jr.
Meyers, Ronald, Fac.
Michaelson, Krystal, So.

Michaelson, Nikole, So.
Mikhail, Germaine, Gr.
Millard, Evan, Fr.
Millard, Sharayah, Fr.
Miller, Bynum, Jr.
Miller, Chrissy, So.
Miller, Denise, Fac.
Miller, Neil, Jr.
Miner, Shannon, Fr.

Mitchell, Aisha, So.
Mitchell, Cesza, Sr.
Mittnight, Jessica, Jr.
Modlin, Cole, Sr.
Mondesir, Desiree, Fr.
Moore, Amy, So.
Moore, Angela, Sr.
Moore, Catherine, Fr.
Moore, Darius, So.

Moore, Elijah, So.
Moore, Jeffrey, Jr.
Moore, Kamiel, Jr.
Moore, Michelle, Jr.
Moore, Thomas, So.
Morgan, Brandon, So.
Morgan, James, Fr.
Morino, Michelle, Jr.
Morris, Andrew, Sr.
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on

Department. He
media department

the Move and served at

Community

Schools.

McKinney, Kenya,

Production

also worked in the

Sr.

major,

Burns became involved with

and at Christian Life

Burns had

a

true

servant's

Ryan

K. Iannelli

Ryan,
We can't believe four years have passed and you are graduating from college. We are so proud
of the awesome job you've done and the amazing man of God you are. Your faith in God and the integ
rity of Jesus you live by is truly a testimony. We are so grateful to our Father God for blessing us with the
joy of being your Mom and Dad.

May God continue to bless you and keep you as He takes
planned for you as you reach the platform he has called you to.
"For I know the

plans

I have for

you," declares the Lord, "plans to prosper you
give you hope and a future." Jeremiah 29:11
All

We

you into the

are so

happy

amazing journey He has
and not to harm you,

love and prayers,
Mom and Dad

our

you and Tamara have found each other!
© Oral Roberts University

plans

to

Morris, Julianna, Sr.
Morris, Marlene, So.
Morris, Sarah, Gr.
Mosser, Nicole, Jr.
Moum, Lisa, Fr.
Mow, Daniel, So.
Mowry, Emily, So.
Moxen, John, So.
Mueller, Elizabeth, Fr.

Muhlbauer, Tara, Sr.
Mukasa, Joseph, Fac.
Murphree, Daniel, Fr.
Murray, Ellouise, Gr.
Musa, Joseph, Fr.
Mutchler, Casey, So.
Myscofski, Jessica, Jr.
Nannarone, Melissa, So.
Narciso, Matthew, Sr.

Narciso, Vincent, Jr.
Nardella, Sarah, Jr.
Nation, Judi, Sr.
Ndulaka, Peculiar, Fr.
Neal, Amy, Fr.
Neith, Ryan, Jr.
Nelson, Matthew, Sr.
Neville, Emilee, Fr.
Nicholas, Samuel, Fr.

joyful serving
For

early morning boost, sophomore Chel
Shockley makes a pit stop at Jet Tea. With
her worship music playing, Miss Elena's sweet
personality was always refreshing to the stu
an

sie

dents. "I want them to have

face," Kattam said.

\\Any

student who had

stood how difficult it
While

lining

a

morning

was

Stop

made the coffee

about to encounter the

Miss Elena
earlier and

Working

by students,

shop

came

she

morning

a

their

weekday.

for their coffee,

of Sodexho staff, Elena Kattam.

called Miss Elena

on

class under

to wake up every

up outside the Java

each student
sona

was

smile

a

PHOTO/DANIEL FOLKERS

was

loving per

Endearingly
the face that

haven.

to America from Russia six years

began working

for Sodexho

on

at almost every Sodexho location

campus.

on

campus, the Java

Stop

had been her

favorite.

ride

\\morning

"Miss Elena makes

more

d rivi ng i ntothesu n

than

just

said

coffee,"

cup of

a

sophomore

Geuder.

Katy

coffee

morning

my

"I

WOUldn't

ring

imagine starting

my

day

any other

me

Greeting

way."

"She

enjoyed seeing

always sends

me on

Miss Elena served
God

as

she brewed

However, it
their

day

a

was

the

a

Miss Elena in other

my way with

the students with

16-ounce cup of

caring

few minutes

words that

early just

so

an

a

Odwalla and

heart of

coffee, made
were

places

given

a

a

such

as

Jet Tea

smile," junior Luke Ausdemore said.

praise. She loved to
Chai Tea Latte

away

freely

they could swing by the

in the Aerobics Center.

or

play praise

filled

a

glass

music and

with

an

worship

Italian Soda.

with the drinks that made students start

Java

Stop.

STORY/ESTHER KING
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that
everyone
Elena Kattatm

by,
encouraging word
for each thirsty customer.
comes

Students also

up

has

an

PHOTO/KRISTIN THREADGILL.

walls could talk
As she surfs

through pages
Facebook, sophomore

in
My

Profile

information

Rachel Garcia finds humor

My Friends
My

Account Info

Photos

Name:

My Groups

My Events
My Messages

My Account

Oral Roberts

in comments left
University

Member since:

August 18,

Last

April 28, 2006

Update:

Send ORU

a

School:

Oral Roberts

Status:

Undergrad
Theology

Concentration:
Residence:
HomeTown:

message

PokeORU!

This is you.

Phone:

91 8-495-7777

Current Address:

7777 S Lewis Ave

that

epidemic

an

the

across

Almost
students.oru.edu
oru.edu

currently logged

was

swept

Tulsa, OK
Tulsa, OK

Contact Email:
School Email:

Access

»It

University

Contact Info

a

her wall

THREADGILL

Cennection

from

by

2005

on

PHOTO/KRISTIN

Basic Info

View More Photos of ORU

ORU is

friends.

campus.

student

every

suc

cumbed to the pressure of join
Tulsa, OK

ing

Facebook.

Personal Info

in

Interested in:
Looking for:

non-residential location.

College kids
Friendship
Single

Relationship
Friends at Oral Roberts

edit

ORU has lots of Oral Roberts friends.

This website

Status:

Conservative

Political Views:

Studying, worshipping
hanging out

Interests:

PHO'FOS/DANIEL FOLKERS

Mabee Maniacs, Honors and
Clubs and Jobs:

Student Publications
Music Ministries and Souls
A' Fire

Favorite Music:

freely connect with

tunities to

and

individuals with

provided

a

number of oppor

others.

"I like Facebook because it lets

people represent

them

selves without any pretenses," freshman Sarah Vestal said.

Make Your

Favorite TV Shows:
sophomore

freshman

sophomore

Okeana Karabut

Pete Hutton

Michelle Scott

Favorite Books:

Day Count and
The Hour of Healing
The Bible, The Joy of the
Lord, Overcoming Stress and
Seed Faith 2000

"Raise up your students to hear My voice, to go
where My light is dim, where My voice is heard small,

and
freshman

Stephanie Mendez

Tyler Brann

freshman
Rachel Shumaker

My healing power is not known, even to the
uttermost bounds of the earth. Their work will exceed

yours, and in this I

am

well

pleased."

a

up

Favorite Quote:

junior

Some of the functions available

and

messaging

posting pictures. Many

this site

setting

were

friends, poking

someone

students used these functions

as

way to interact with friends and classmates.

a

-Oral Roberts

"Facebook

get
Nickel, Joy, Sr.
Nickoley, Susan, So.
Niecko, lan, Gr.

personal profile,

on

to

see

really keeps

that much

as

me

connected to friends that I don't

my schedule

changes

every

semes

ter," sophomore Chris Villalobos said.

»face to face
Nix, Jaron, Jr.
Noisin, Andre, So.
Norris, June, Sr.

Cell

phones

students

an

and e-mail have not become obsolete, but Facebook gave

alternative to these conventional modes of

Some students

fought

the pressure to

communication.

conform, and others became hope

lessly addicted. Whether
November, Tiiara, Fr.
Nussbaum, Jason, Sr.
Oban, Paul, So.
Oberdorf, Rachel, So.
O'Donnell, Bethany, Fr.
Oelze, Brittany, So.

Oguh, Chima,

Fr.

a

student fell

category

or

into

the

one

other,

Facebook has revolutionized the methods of

Okonkwo, Uche, So.
Olsen, Jenna, Jr.
Olsen, Jordan, Sr.
Olson, Samuel, Fr.
Olutade, Oyindamola,

communication.
HEATHER KOGER

So.

Osaghae-Morgan,
Osahon, Fr.
O'Toole, Leanne, Jr.

Owen, Ashley, Jr.
Oyedepo, Isaac, Sr.
Oyedepo, Love, Sr.
Palmer, Patrick, Sr.
Palomares, David, Fr.
Paolercio, Christine, Sr.
Parano, Megan, So.
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people

STORY/

Ilroad tun
sweet
I.

ith

blow, beat and strum, the pep band led thousands of fans

a

in songs to encourage the Golden

crowd to

higher decibels of

"I can't

imagine

a

beat of

challenge

Sounding
musicians
in

the attack, the
join the crowd

cheering
Eagles on.

the Golden

of school

each

player gave

"I love the fact that I

sophomore
With

a

cheers.

can

as

Parker, Danielle, Jr.
Parker, Eliza, So.
Parker, Jessica, Sr.
Paselk, Brady, Jr.
Patterson, Jillian, Jr.
Paul, JaVohn, Jr.
Paulick, Clifford, Gr.
Pedigo, Alina, So.
Pense, Marah, Fr.

Perdue, Winnie, Stf.
Perry, Antonio, Fr.
Peterson, Brent, Fr.
Peterson, Heidi, Sr.
Petrucci, Michael, Jr.
Pewley, Adam, Fr.
Phelps, Daniel, Jr.
Phelps, Julia, Sr.
Phillips, Deena, Jr.

Phillips, John, Fr.
Phillips, Melissa, Gr.
Pickens, Thomas, Jr.
Pierce, Edward, Fac.
Pikiti, Christine, So.
Pinto, Jonathan, Fr.
Pittman, April, Sr.
Pitts, Rebecca, So.
Pitts, Todd, Fr.

Pleasant, CaSandra, Sr.

Pollydore, Tremaine, So.
Pope, Jenica, Sr.
Pope, Lauren, Fr.
Porter, Dawan, Fr.
Porter, Elizabeth, Jr.
Potkaletski, David, Jr.
Potkalestki, Leslie, Sr.
Powell, Joshua, So.

Powell, Nathan, Fr.
Powers, James, Sr.
Pride, Kelley, Fr.
Prier, Jesse, Fr.
Profit, Adrianne, Fr.
Purley, Leon, So.
Putman, Chris, Fac.
Putnam, Jessica, Jr.
Putnam, Julie, Sr.
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as

game."

play my

horn

as

loud and

rudely as I want,"

Jacob Hallman said.

mission of

loyal

with their instruments

"They're

it their all.

charging

the

atmosphere of each game,

band stood firm behind the Golden
most

an

the basketball

expressive

[the pep band],"
such

Amanda Mauldin said.

spirit and

Given the freedom to be

possible,

Their sounds elevated the

home basketball game without

junior cheerleading captain

integral part

Eagles.

and loudest

supporters.

Eagles

and remained

one

STORY/REBEKAH ABREU

the m>E1lp
of their

Quinonez, Shirley, So.
Quitto, Jeremiah, So.
Rabe, Alissa, Jr.
Rainwater, Seth, Sr.
Ramirez, Adriana, Sr.
Ramos, Richard, Sr.
Ranalli, Brittany, Fr.
Ranzino, Lauren, So.
Rastetter, Nick, Fr.

\\roadside assistance
gamebooster

"Our team has im

\\Asthe band played, the crowd was proudly
led in the

Golden
danc' g,

fight song by

Eagle

20 of the most

proved si nee
beginning of

loyal

fans, yelling,

fans. For these

tumbling '8fr1!i:1 performing

stunts

year, and

was

we

the

have

together
squad."

grown
a

the

as

Sarah Stoltzfus,

sophomore

never even

long

before, practices

were

and hard most of the time," Puetz said.

"But when it
it

heer

was

was

time to

for the

crowd,

respect

every

perform

all worth it."

Gaining

more

and

year, the cheerleaders

more

were a

athletic program. STORY/KATY

vital

part of the

GEUDER

\\
PHOTO/REBEKAH ABREU

flying

into action

Always bringing energy to the half-time show, cheer
leaders perform flips that rally the audience's spirit.
There was something special about seeing the cheer
leaders' smiles and talents that

no one

else could

"As cheerleaders, we get front row tickets that
money just can't buy," junior Whitney Hopper said.

bring.

PHOTO/CORNELL CROSS
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people

/lAs

times

changed,
need to find

a

new

ways to express
values and missions

to

pro-

spective students and the world surfaced. The identity of ORU

bearing

this landmark

ffa
The

was

created and

incorporated

enhancement

was

chosen to make the

David

Riley Associates

pinpointed

to a certain treasured

into the revised school web site and other

turn

new
designers

was

landmark, the

public

II

facelift

II

new

logo

and web site

Most students

were

"Some people

are

distinct feature of the
The

new

are

from California.

They

came

and met with groups of 12-15

cool," freshman Jessica McRae said.

shocked and

resistant to

University,"

delighted by

change,

the

changes

professor

Dr.

a

mark

on

new

throughout
design

the year.

still has the most

Johnny Mac Allen said.

design brought a distinctive quality to the campus.

resonated around the world and left

made

but if you look at it, the

communication arts

relations items.

inquire within
Strikingly contemporary brochures
are one of the many tools recently
utilized to attract prospective stllJ
dents. PHOTO/DANIEL FOLKERS

identity

students.
"The

Prayer Tower. A lo@(:)

The effect of these endeavours

the future of ORU. STORY/CAROLINE

Rebers, Erin, Sr.
Rector, Kim, Jr.
Ree, Rachel, Fr.
Reid, Brenda, Sr.
Remedios, Jennifer, So.
Revoir, James, Gr.
Rhone, Bethany, Fr.
Ridgway, Kathy, Sr.
Rios, David, Jr.

Rivers, Jonathan, Jr.
Roberts, Carolyn, So.
Roberts, Daniel, Jr.
Roberts, Ebony, Fr.
Roberts, Mark, Fac.
Roberts, Natalie, So.
Robinson, Chin-Choo, Gr.
Robinson, Michale, Fr.
Robinson, Sabrina, Fr.

Rodgers, Monique, Jr.
Rodgers, Sarah, Sr.
Rodkey, Natalie, Jr.
Rodriquez, Manuel, Sr.
Roehr, Christine, Jr.
Roldan-Morales, Karina, Jr.
Roman, Katherine, Jr.
Roohi, Sareh, Sr.
Rooker, Brandi, Sr.

Rosario, Samuel, Fr.
Rosenberger, Hannah, So.
Ryon, Amanda, Fr.
Saah, Anna, Jr.
Salami, Shade, Gr.
SalasDiaz, Diana, Fr.
Salsbury, Jennifer, Fr.
Sanders, Michael, So.
Sandoe, Amber, Sr.

Satterwhite, Sharayah, Fr.
Saunders, Daidra, So.
Schear, Angela, Jr.
Schkade, Daniel, Fr.
Schmidt, Kara, So.
Schneider, Michelle, Sr.
Scott, Brian, So.
Seldon, Glennis, So.
Seltz, Gina, Fr.
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BALDWIN

Semler, Matthew, Sr.
Semter, Jessica, Sr.
Seybert, Robert, Jr.
Sharpe, Robert, Sr.
Shaw, Jocelyn, So.
Shears, Artesia, Fr.
Sheron, Elizabeth, Sr.

trials

through firey

risk their lives to

Firefighters
safety of area

residents.

ensure

the

One student

felt the grass fires' ravaging heat as the
fires neared his home. "I never thought
I

would

there I

be

was

fighting grass fires, but
trying to keep fires that had

burned houses down
from

claiming
Jeremy Rydin

across

the street

anymore homes," senior
said. PHOTO COURTESY/

fill 'er up
Students feel the pressure of the economy as gas
eling difficult for many. PHOTO/DANIEL FOLKERS

»Ringing
students
the

ahead.

trav

in the year caused emotions to surface. Excitement filled

anticipating

days

prices skyrocket making

a

fresh start and

Conversely,

sorrow

up resolutions for

conjured
and

discouragement

•

»rear view

were

responses to events that shook the nation.
Hurricane Katrina left the Gulf Coast in massive disar
ray while

drought

ablaze. Students
"It

the Lord

was

during
Unrest

In

Oklahoma,

Jenks

was

conditions set thousands of
were

affected

encouraging
these

how

the disastrous

Finally, Americans

their mark

topped

were

on
on

like these

brought

and

a

search for two

replacement Supreme Court

the state. Senior Deidra Hartshorn
to take the title of Miss America.

was

justices.

crowned Miss Tulsa. Jennifer

inspired by reflecting upon

King Jr., King sacrificed

her life for

home the fact God's hand is

"Events of the last year have made

Also, Carrie Underwood, from Checotah, became

a

a

the lives of remarkable

white man, Parks initiated

great

cause

people such
a

as

the late

movement that

and became known

as

the first

Rosa Parks and
the

changed

lady

of civil

nation, and

rights.

the

as

Individuals

always upon society.

me

realize how small I am, how little I know, and how much I will

never

sophomore Mercy Gallagher said.
Despite changing times,

Berry from

the charts with hits like "Jesus Take The Wheel."

Coretta Scott King. In refusing to give up her bus seat to
wife of Martin Luther

trust in

high gas prices

crowned Miss Oklahoma and went

the American Idol winner and

occurrences.

freshman Derek Butler said.

from issues like

people made

currentevents

in the South

people expressed their

trying times,"

emerged

many

by

acres

constancy of Christ caused them

to look ahead. STORY/HEATHER KOGER
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people

understand,"

•

»new
»In the

past, back-to-school meant reuniting with friends, buying

books and

new

engines

finding hard-to-find

school also had students

expecting

classrooms. As
a

change

to the

rumors

gOingfora
testdrive

flew, back-to

dress code in the

first few weeks of the semester.

a-dressing the issue
In hopes of clarifying dress code, President Roberts, with
the help of student leadership, demonstrates what to wearr
and what not to

President Roberts announced

during

Honor Code

pants and capri's would be deemed acceptable for
"I

happy

was so

about

wearing capri's,"

Chapel gaucho

women.

freshman Michelle

McClatchy

said.
The
and

following

semester

rise in

women

a

brought about a change that

standing ovation

and

really

nice to go

I don't feel like

appreciate
students'

men

kept the campus and community

abuzz for weeks. Jeans in the GC became
"It is

made both

a common

casual and comfortable

dressing up," sophomore Brittany

sight.

to class on

days

Oelze said. "I

that

really

that Presidents Roberts and the administration listen to the

point of

view." STORY/ALLY MURRI

Sheron, Rachel, Fr.
Shinn, Karin, Gr.
Shiver, Austin, Sr.
Shull, Alyssa, So.
Shumaker, Rachel, Fr.
Shumate, Shandy, Jr.
Shunda, Gloria, Jr.
Sierra, Reyna, Sr.
Singleton, Saphira, Fr.
Skinner, Robert, Fac.
Slay, Jonathan, Sr.
Slay, Katherine, Sr.
Smalling, Kimberley, Sr.
Smith, Celeste, Sr.
Smith, Crystal, Jr.
Smith, Dan, Fac.
Smith, Druscilla, Jr.
Smith, Erik, Jr.

Smith, Jaime, So.
Smith, Kimberly, Sr.
Smith, Paul, Fr.
Smith, Rachel, Sr.
Sneed, Dominque, Fr.
Sneed, Milagros, Sr.
Snider, Jared, Sr.
Snyder, Bonnie, Sr.
Souders, David, Sr.

Souders, Joy, Sr.
South, Sarah, Fr.
Spees, Megan, So.

Spicer, Jeffrey,

Sr.

Staab, Elizabeth, Fr.
Stanley, Karen, So.
Stanley, Veronica, Sr.
Stanton, Aubrey, Fr.
Starck, Devyn, Fr.

Starke, Moselle, Fr.
Steele, Jennifer, Jr.
Steinmitz, Angela, Jr.

Stephens, Benjamin, So.
Stephens, Erin, Sr.
Stephens, Matthew, Jr.
Sterns, Matthew, Sr.
Sterns, Tyler, Fr.
Stinson, Teresa, Sr.
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wear. PHOTO/CHRIS DINKEL

Stone, Raphael, So.
Stontz, Marzena, Sr.
Storevik, Wendy, Gr.
Storey, Sarah, Fr.
Stranz, Ernest, Jr.
Stricker, Ashley, So.
Strube, Elizabeth, So.
Suhsen, Bryanne, Fr.
Sullivan, Natalie, So.

Summers, Amanda, Fr.
Sumner, Amy, Jr.
Sumner, Joshua, So.
Sumo, Christine, Fr.
Sunde, Rebecca, Gr.
Sutherland, Katharine, Sr.
Swanson, Sara, So.
Sweat, Heather, Sr.
Sweetin, Miriam, So.

Talbert, Rachel, Fr.
Taylor, Daniel, So.
Teichroew, Rebekah, So.
Tesfaye, Betelihem, Jr.
Thomas, Baymond, Gr.
Thomas, Kathy, Gr.
Thomas, Kenya, Gr.
Thomas, Lindsay, Fr.
Thomas, Mary, Fr.

Thompson, Albert,
Threadgill, Kristin,

Jr.
Fr.

Tiernan, Claire, Fr.
Tiwari, Shalimar, Sr.
Tober, Lisa, Fr.
Tolbert, Errick, Sr.
Tombing, Lydia, Gr.
Tongue, Wesley, So.
Tornatore, Erika, Fr.

Torres, Jomary, Fr.
Torres-Rivera,
Yoliana, So.
Toussaint, Shannon, Fr.
Trent-Williams,
Mary Alice, Fac.
Truesdale, Juaquisha, Sr.
Trussell, Lori, Sr.
Turner, Evelyn, Fac.
Turner, Kemba, Sr.
Unruh, Jennifer, Fr.
Van
Van

Van

Gundy, Andrew, So.
Valin, Jeremy, So.
Vogt, Maria, So.

Vance, Donald, Fac.
Vanderslice, Anthony, Fr.
Vargas, Calandra, Sr.
Varner, Rachel, So.
Veach, David. Gr.
Vega, Daniel, Jr.

Vermette, Jason, So.
Vincent, Suzanne, Fac.
Volturara, Melissa, Sr.
Wahl, Jennifer, Fr.
Wahl, Natalie, Fr.
Walker, Brian, Sr.

//pavi ng the road
a

helping hand

After

finishing

game,
Coach Duke works with
senior Tarah

sharing
pointers to
is learning
a

Lubinski

few

expert

ensure

she

HPE classes

theleader

because of the influence of the class instructor, Coach Bernis Duke.
Since that

day the University opened

impact by first coaching

the funda

mentals. PHOTO/DANIEL
FOLKERS

IIMany students felt badminton was the best of all

a

following

its doors in 1965, Duke made

the tennis team and later

an

teaching badminton.

"Badminton is different from other HPE classes I have had because Coach Duke is
very involved in

actually

aware

teaching

job

a

watching the games

we

play," junior Joy Paquette

said. "He's

of the skill levels of his students."

Throughout
his

and

ministry.

the years Duke has soared
His life

ways. STORY/BRITTANY

was an

BELL

beyond

the

encouragement to

© Oral Roberts University

expected

and made

students in countless

people

Wallace, Mary, Sr.
Wallace, Ryan, So.
Wallace, Shekinah, Fr.
Walsh, Sharon, Fr.
Walters, Andrew, Sr.
Walton, Bethany, So.

Wanyama, Godfrey, Gr.
Ward, Annette, Fr.
Ward, Lyndsey, Jr.

Ward, Rachel, Sr.
Warner, Joanna, Fr.
Warren, Andrea, Jr.
Watkins, Debra, Gr.
Watkins, Janice, Gr.
Watson, Lovern, So.
Webb, Clarissa, Fr.
Webster, Van, Sr.
Wells, Krista, Fr.

Wenrich, Amber, Jr.
Wenzel, Charlotte, Sr.
West, Ryan, Jr.
Wetzel, Caleb, Jr.
White, Jenifer, So.
Wiley, Jeremiah, Sr.
Williams, Ashley, Sr.
Williams, Donna, Gr.
Williams, LaQuez, So.

Williams, Lemuel, Fr.
Williams, Onesimus, Jr.
Williams, Samantha, Sr.
Williford, Anthony, Jr.
Willis, Joseph, So.
Wills, Sharon, Fac.
Wilson, Carol, Fac.
Wilson, Carolyn, So.
Wilson, Kimberly, So.

Winegar, Naomi, So.
Winn, Ashley, Fr.
Wirth, Emily, Jr.
Wish, Jennifer, Fr.
Womack, Tiffany, So.
Wood, Charissa, So.
Wooding, Andrea, Jr.
Workman, Leah, Jr.

Wormington-Johnson,
Natasha, So.

»roadwork ahead
getting hyped
Charged

from the thrill of

the Golden

Eagles

takingcare

victory,

celebrate for

their televised audience. PHOTOI

ofbusiness

DANIEL FOLKERS

»Fanatics of all ages, dressed and
the Mid-Con

champ.

were a more

determined, united

The Golden

The men's basketball team

Eagles

had

came

long

men were

"We made
The

made the

our

men

mentality

honored

was

was

as

University proud

earned

a

UMAC stadium in

position

filled the air

their theme. Their stamina

champions

no

as

let

in the Mid-Continent

championship; this time around they

the team dominated the game,

trophy.

team would walk away as

This time the

beating Chicago

men came

to take

care

State 85-72.

of

paid off in the end.

ups," senior

Yemi

Ogunoye

said. "We took it to the last game last year and didrn't

way."

Moses Ehambe said. "It

olden

anticipation of which

and able to go to the NCAA tournament for the first time in 22 years.

their best to the court and
to be the

again

victory

to finish all the

history," sophomore

brought

white, packed the

awaited to take home the Mid-Continent

into the game with the mindset of

finish. But this year,
The

once

team. The aroma of

"Unfinished Business," which
"We

in

painted

were

agle.

was

cool to

get exposure and play for all of

able to seize their

anticipated prize.
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Their

our

friends and

performance

was

family

to see."

rewarded

as

they

\\Ietting

the fanatics drive
•

swerving
betweencones
shooting range
A group of
their breath

of

come

the

outrageous fans hold
as they await the out

free throw. Silence filled

a

Center. "The energy

Mabee

the game

during

was

very differ

ent from all the others because of

the

huge

turnout.

crazy, and it

Larry

was

Everybody went
great," freshman

said.

Key

PHOTO/KRISTIN

THREADGILL

\\When
characters of

in attendance at

Toy Story,

a

basketball game, fans would not

two Jedi Masters and a

cheering frantically for their team. A night at a
experience

Maniacs

with the Mabee

The

University

common were

their

had

home game

was

with her trusty steed

different from the

to

see

the

sitting courtside

everyday

never

know

expect.
it's

help

their team win

well

as

as

Jamie

basketball

their

sense

fundraising

director

to the UMKC game in Kansas

of

or

through any

costume to

Freshman Maniac
"For us, it is not
be

on

the court

or

Tyler

just

the field,

a

Cool watched every home game and went

City.

"Our hearts beat with wild,

length

sophomore Misty

undying passion for

our

team, and

we are

willing

to go to any

support them," Cool said.

Sterns shared the

game; it is

we are

still

same

Sterns said. "We feel like

personal,"

contributing

enthusiasm each member

to the game in an

possessed.

although

we

may not

important way. Our energy

is

contagious."
The costumes may have been

Golden Eagles

was

possibly the

most

entertaining,

but the

comprehensive

encouragement

the Maniacs gave the

show of what fan support should have been.

STORY/MIGUEL OGAS

Wright, Marshal,

Fac.

Yadon, Jade, Jr.
Yoder, Stacey, Fr.

Young, Ashley, Sr.
Yow, Michael, Fr.
Zahn, David, So.
Ziehm, Andrew, So.
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love

people

to

that

and

Kline, junior

PHOTO/REBEKAH ABREU

fashion.
Maniac

I

what

always crazy
spontaneous."

in attendance.

to do what it took to

Maniac, you

a

been home to the Maniacs. The characteristics Maniacs held in

long

willingness

derby jockey

typically expect

"Being

»The time had

estimated

clean blinds and say

ments and dress code

"I

departure

saw a

While

objectsmay

some

where, others

becloser

the

storage,

changes.

sophomore

really pulled together,

Jenni Knier said.

students would continue their future else-

loo�ing

were

"I look forward to

thantheyappear

in

wing events, sports tourna-

were

lot of times where students

like 'I Believe Week,'"

belongings

for the summer. The most

goodbye

memorable moments

time of

Time to put

come.

being

toward

a

reuniting

next yea�.

senior at the last

leg

of the race,

opportunities and, of course, graduation," junior Ryan West

said.
As students

prepared

Friends had become

The campus

together.

[seniors Jinelle

Edmund and

truly

family,

united

leave, the bond they shared

to

and classmates had become

as a

team and accomplished

was

a

so

evident.

community.
much
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Mercy Obuhdo]

live entertainment
Free concerts
are

always

a

on

campus
favorite where

bands and dance teams like
Roe

Alpha Sigma entertain

the

crowds.

FOLKERS
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•
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I
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•
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Photographic Accessories

•

Darkroom

•

STORM DOORS
STORM WINDOWS
PLEXIGLAS

Studio

Equipment
Lighting

•

1 Hour Film

Developing
Developing
Prints From Digital Files

•
•

2 Hour Slide

ALUMAX [iii
ILl

MON-FRI7AM-5PM

Restoration of Old Files

(918) 252-3652

663-3205

Film Scanned to CD

Photos

One Block East of Memorial

on

9740 E. 54TH

68th Street

(JUST EAST OF MINGO)

Many Custom Features
ORU discounts
Monitored alarms

Daily front door

trash collection

Business Center: Free

copier and fax use

Jogging trail
Washers and

dryers

Convenient outside storage
Pets welcome
Li¥loSRoom

Uving Room

Bedroom

The Carolina
2 Bedrooml2 Bath

.______,

The Sootb Hampton
I Bedroom

900 sq. ft.

7(}O sq. ft.

Beautiful

setting

location

near

University creates
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and wonderful

Oral Roberts
the

perfect place

to call home!

HOhoring ORU with
ers
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$

$39C

HOME OF CERTIFIED ANGUS
PRIME AND CHOICE BEEF

a

student discount
present your student 10

Simply

No Gimmicks
No Contract
No

FRESHEST PRODUCE, MEAT,
DELI AND BAKERY DEPARTMENTS

FULL SERVICE DIGITAL

$26.95 Unlimited Monthly

PHOlD LAB,

with 15 minute beds

AWARD WINNING
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FLORAL DEPARTMENT
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7114 S. SHERIDAN
TULSA, OK 74133
fish·
Co:ok! d

..... "

....

"

..

""

lb.

Open

493-7442

$19

on

seven

Bottled Lotions

days

a

week

Located at 71 st and Sheridan

491-1826

�

Shrimp

Fees

The best beds in OKlahoma,
imported from Montreal

DVD AND VHS DEPARTMENT,
AND

Membership

ORAL ROBERTS UNIVERSITY

Alumn! Pou n d atlon

GRADUATES OF 2006

•

...

YOUR JOURNEY HAS JUST BEGUN!

friendships mean to you, and
Go online and Register today!

We know how much ORU
can

stay connected.

that's

why

may continue to utilize the Aerobics Center and the

we

created the Online

library by obtaining

Community

so

you

Alumni 10.

•

Local

•

By keeping your contact information current, you will receive the Excellence magazine (3 times per year) to
keep you informed about what is going on with your University. We will also send you invitations to alumni
events being held in your area.

grads

an

KEEP CONNECTED AND BE A PART OF ORU'S FUTURE!!!
ORU Alumni Relations

918.495.6610

www.alumniweb.oru.edu
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like mom
ed to make!

the

college group
@ Kirk of The Hills church

www.totalbob.com
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senior
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sophomore
Tiffany Womack
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senior
John

Anthony
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»
road

»As students walked down

trip

the

[togetherfortheride ]

of the

hallways

Center, sounds of

Resources

and

laughter

Learning

music

country

could be traced to the

yearbook

office. In this small space, edi
tors

put in long hours each week in

an

attempt

to

present

a

time

capsule

of all the campus events.
"It's

a

great feeling

to know that we're

students

now

and the students to come,"

Anthony

said. "These stories will live

Although
office

was

always

"The

and

editor Kristin
but

we

long after many of

meetings

has been

were a

crucial

life editor Anna

us

will be

gone."

part, the yearbook

lot of hard

a

work, but the

experience

I have built have been well worth it," freshman multimedia

Threadgill
have

a

said. "We not

lot of fun

The editors of the
were

sophomore campus

for the

filled with music, fun and dedication.

yearbook

friendships

goal,

deadlines and

on

producing memories

doing

only work together to achieve the

it."

yearbook

were more

friends using the gifts placed within them

rable moments for

generations

same

to come.

than
to

just co-workers. They

help

recreate the memo
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»
freshman
Kristin

Threadgill
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junior

senior

Rebekah Abreu

Daniel Folkers
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sophomore
Anna Anthony
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senior
Maurice Hines
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junior
Jiyoung Choe
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«

T-E-A-M work

Linked

together for the
ahead, the yearbook
takes steps to

uncover

road

staff
group

dynamics, develop team skills
and begin long-lasting friend
ships. Throughout the year
they relied on each other to
complete deadlines and in
spire creativity. "Seeing our
finished product in the form of
a new yearbook makes all the
hard work worthwhile," senior
John Anthony said. PHOTO/
CHRIS PUTMAN

«
adviser

junior

Chris Putman

Danielle Parker
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freshman
Heather

Koger
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